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NCX-1000
1 Kw Solid-State Transceiver
(80 thru 10 Meters)

Here's a transceiver designed for the amateur who would rather spend his hard-earned radio dollar on performance than frills. The NCX-1000 is built to meet the demands of the operator who needs and desires a high performance SSB-AM-CW-FSK rig with solid-state dependability and plenty of power. Add to this the convenience of having your transmitter (including linear amplifier), receiver, power supply, and monitor speaker in a single, compact, smartly styled 59 pound package.

So let's look at the NCX-1000, starting with the double-conversion, solid state receiver. After the received signal is processed by a double-tuned preselector, a stage of RF amplification, and another preselector, it is applied to the first mixer for conversion to the first IF frequency. The first IF contains passband filters and a stage of amplification. A second mixer then converts the signal to the second IF frequency for additional processing by a 6-pole crystal-lattice filter and four IF stages. Finally, the signal is detected and amplified by four audio stages. The unparalleled high dynamic range lets you tune in weak stations surrounded by strong interfering signals. The result? High performance for SSB, AM, CW, and FSK. Sensitivity of 0.5 EMF microvolt (for a 10 db S+N/N ratio).

In the transmitter you'll find three stages of speech amplification followed by a balanced modulator, a crystal-lattice filter, a filter amplifier, and an IF speech processor (clipper). A mixer converts the signal to a first IF frequency for processing by two crystal passband filters, and two IF amplifiers. A second mixer converts the signal to the transmitting frequency where it is amplified in five RF stages before it gets to the grid of the 6BM6 driver. Final power amplification takes place in a forced-air-cooled 8122 ceramic tetrode which feeds the antenna through a pi network. Other features? You bet! Grid block keying for CW. Complete metering. Amplified automatic level control (AALC).

So here's a package that can give you 1000 watts PEP input on 80 through 10 meters, 1000 watts on CW, and 500 watts for AM and FSK. The speech processor lets you double your SSB average power output with minimum distortion. No frills with the NCX-1000. Just top performance.

Write for complete details.
But of more importance the crystal must be manufactured to Strict Specifications, have good activity and operate "on frequency" in the circuit for which it was ordered.

SENTRY can manufacture crystals for all two-way radio equipment: Commercial, Amateur, Aircraft, Military and Citizen Band. You need only to specify the model of set and channel frequency.

You don't believe it, when we say - "Buy the Best"?
You are satisfied with your present supplier? You are satisfied with high prices?
You are satisfied with "second best"? Until you try SENTRY you will never know!
Try Us! Make Us Prove It! "Buy the Best"

SEND FOR OUR CATALOG OF PRECISION QUARTZ CRYSTALS AND ELECTRONICS FOR THE COMMUNICATIONS INDUSTRY.
IT WILL COST YOU NOTHING!

SENTRY MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Crystal Park, Chickasha, Oklahoma 73018

PHONE: 405-224-6780
Years of Drake transceiver design experience make the TR-4 one of the finest available. Ahead in circuitry and compact lightweight packaging, it is ideal for mobile use, portable, and vacations. USB, LSB, CW or AM.

- 300 Watts PEP input on SSB, 260 watts input on CW.
- Complete Ham Band Coverage: all necessary crystals for 80 thru 10 meter ham bands.
- Separate Sideband Filters: Nominal 1.7:1 Filter Shape Factor.
- Crystal Calibrator
- VFO Indicator
- VOX or PTT for use on AM or SSB.

A GREAT BARGAIN AT $699.95
INCLUDING THE FAMED DRAKE RELIABILITY

R. L. DRAKE COMPANY 540 Richard Street, Miamisburg, Ohio 45342

ACCESSORIES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AC-4</td>
<td>120V 50/60 Hertz Power Supply</td>
<td>$99.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC-4</td>
<td>12 VDC Solid State Power Supply</td>
<td>$125.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS-4</td>
<td>Matching Speaker</td>
<td>$22.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RV-4</td>
<td>Remote VFO—Separate Receive and Transmit frequencies on same ham band</td>
<td>$110.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FF-1</td>
<td>Crystal-Control Adaptor</td>
<td>$26.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMK-3</td>
<td>Mobile Mounting Kit</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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If you're interested in amateur vhf fm, you've probably already heard about the new FCC docket that details proposed rulemaking concerning amateur repeaters. The docket is the result of several rule-change proposals which have been submitted by interested individuals and organizations. The FCC commissioners read these "free lance" proposals, add other information they may have at their disposal and prepare a docket which reflects what they feel best suits the needs of the amateur service.

The new docket, Docket 18803, has drawn strong criticism from repeater enthusiasts who feel that the restrictions it proposes would serve to make it practically impossible to legally continue operating vhf fm repeaters! The proposed frequency changes—if the docket becomes law—alone would cost amateur vhf fm enthusiasts hundreds of thousands of dollars in new crystals! Never before has the Commission tried to dictate frequencies as outlined in Docket 18803—I wonder if this portends things to come on other amateur bands?

In addition to the receiving and transmitting sub-bands proposed in Docket 18803, it is proposed that the repeater log include only the time and date of the periods the repeater is available for service, as well as entries indicating the technical and operation condition of the repeater. It is also proposed to amend the present identification rule to permit automatic repeater identification by CW at intervals not to exceed three minutes.

Furthermore, Docket 18803 proposes that a repeater be designed so that it will normally be activated only by means of a coded signal or other means which will effectively exclude transmissions by stations not desiring to work through the repeater, thus minimizing unnecessary transmissions and the possible resulting interference (the coded signal may consist of a single audio tone so the repeater can easily be "whistled on"). Possible interference is also cited as the reason for outlawing simultaneous re-transmissions on two or more bands and cross-band operation. The proposed receiving and transmitting sub-bands are obviously a result of the same thinking.

However, the sub-bands tend to subject the repeater user to QRM problems while purporting to protect an unknown amateur not interested in repeater operation. How unnecessary, and unworkable, especially on the 420-MHz band. The specified channel spacing is too close for most of the equipment available to amateurs. Furthermore, when the present commercial equipment is surplus and available to amateurs, some of it will be useless because it is designed to work

(continued on page 75)
The New Heathkit® 2-KW Linear Is Here (at last)

New SB-220 ... $349.95*

It's not just a rumor anymore ... the SB-220 is here, with a price and performance worth the wait.

The New Heathkit SB-220 uses a pair of conservatively rated Eimac 3-500Z's to provide up to 2000 watts PEP input on SSB, and 1000 watts on CW and RTTY. Requires only 100 watts PEP drive. Tuned broadband pi input coils are used for maximum efficiency and low distortion on the 80-10 meter amateur bands.

Built-In Solid State Power Supply can be wired for operation from 120 or 240 VAC. Circuit breakers provide added protection and eliminate having to keep a supply of fuses on hand. Operating bias is Zener diode regulated to reduce idling plate current for cooler operation and longer life.

Double Shielding For Maximum TVI Protection. The new "220" is the only final on the market that's double shielded to reduce stray radiation. The heavy gauge chassis is partitioned for extra strength and isolation of components. When you put this kind of power on the air, you'd better be sure. With the SB-220, you are.

Really Cool Running. The layout of the SB-220 is designed for fast, high volume air flow, and a quiet fan in the PA compartment does the job. The "220" actually runs cooler than most exciters.

Other Features include ALC output for prevention of overdriving ... safety interlock on the cover ... easy 15 hour assembly and sharp Heathkit SB-Series styling.

Tired Of Stumbling Barefoot Through The QRM? Put on big shoes ... the new Heathkit SB-220. Another hot one from the Hams At Heath.

Kit SB-220, 55 lbs.................................................$349.95*


FREE '70 CATALOG

Describes these and over 300 other Heathkits. Save up to 50% by building them yourself. Use coupon and send for your FREE copy!

HEATH COMPANY, Dept. 122-3
Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022

□ Enclosed is $______________________, plus shipping.
□ Please send model(s).
□ Please send FREE Heathkit Catalog.

Name__________________________
Address________________________
City_________________State____Zip____

Prices & specifications subject to change without notice.

*Mail order prices; F.O.B. factory.
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unusual cubical-quad antennas

Four novel and interesting quad designs from overseas

For all practical purposes, high-performance antennas for 10, 15 and 20 meters fall into two categories: Yagis and cubical quads. Each has its pros and cons, its advantages and disadvantages, but the quad has probably been the subject of more amateur experimentation than the Yagi. The reason is simple: the quad is used primarily on the amateur bands while the Yagi sees service in commercial and military applications as well.

The cubical quad offers surprisingly high gain and excellent front to back ratio with a relatively short boom. Couple this with a low-angle vertical radiation pattern and you have performance that’s hard to beat. However, the quad is not without its disadvantages: it’s large, ungainly and offers high wind resistance. Fiberglass spreaders have solved some of the mechanical problems, but bamboo poles are still used by many, particularly overseas. Some all-metal quads have been built, but this requires careful design because of the large mass of metal in the antenna’s rf field.

The antennas described below are variations on the basic quad theme—antennas that were designed to overcome some of the mechanical problems of building it, putting it up and keeping it there. These are quads that were designed with different feed systems, new supporting structures, different construction approaches—interesting cubical quad designs that have received little publicity outside the country where they originated.

english quad

One of the first variations of the basic cubical quad was G4ZU’s bird-cage antenna shown in fig. 1. This antenna, popular in Europe a few years ago, received little notice from the American amateurs. However, it is an interesting design that solves some of the electrical and mechanical problems associated with the true quad.

Although the bird-cage uses two full-wave loops, the upper and lower sides are made from aluminum tubing bent into a “V.” This simplifies the supporting
structure, lowers the wind resistance and puts the low-impedance feed point near the mast. The vertical elements joining the horizontal aluminum supports are made from wire. Since the points where the antenna is attached to the vertical rotating mast are points of minimum rf voltage, insulation is simplified and weather losses are minimized. (Low-cost insulating material suggested by G4ZU includes wax-impregnated wood and bakelite.)

The stubs in the horizontal members of the antenna are used for tuning the system to frequency. It has been suggested that by increasing the vertical wires to somewhat more than ½ wave, the antenna would resonate below the desired band. Variable capacitors could be inserted in each loop near the feed point to tune the antenna (the radiator being tuned for minimum swr, the reflector tuned for maximum forward gain).

If the upper stubs are made from a ½-wavelength section of 300 ohm twin lead (at the desired 20-meter frequency), the antenna can also be used on 40 meters because the stub becomes ¼ wavelength at 7 MHz and the radiator becomes a half-wave element. The long stub can be run down inside the mast.

**Swiss Quad**

Another radical departure from conventional cubical-quad design is HB9CV's Swiss quad shown in fig. 2. This antenna, like G4ZU's, has been more popular in Europe than here in the States, but it's an interesting approach that offers several constructional advantages.

The horizontal elements of the Swiss quad are made from aluminum tubing, the vertical elements are no. 14 to no. 10 stranded wire, and the antenna is fed with a gamma match and coaxial line. Complete dimensions for 10, 15 and 20 meters are given in table 1.

The vertical elements should be initially made slightly longer than that shown in table 1 to facilitate tuning (this lowers the resonant frequency.) Couple a grid-dip meter to the antenna, and shorten the vertical wires to raise the resonant frequency to the desired point. A slight upward bend on the upper elements will keep the vertical wires tight.

After the quad is tuned to resonance check the swr. If it is too high adjust the gamma match accordingly. Be sure to lengthen or shorten both ends of the gamma match by exactly the same amount.

When building the Swiss quad it's extremely important that the mast be securely connected to the aluminum elements and well grounded. Some builders have found less tuning and swr problems by insulating the horizontal aluminum elements from the mast and connecting their exact centers with wire; this wire is then connected to the mast. The elements can be simply insulated by running the elements through short sections of flexible plastic water pipe.
soviet quad

The unique three-band antenna shown in fig. 3 consists of two wire squares approximately 12 feet on a side, spaced 114 inches apart. The top and bottom of each square is broken in the center and shunted with 300-ohm twinlead stubs that resonate the antenna on 10, 15 and 20 meters. One square is used as the radiator while the other is a reflector; the reflector is fed through a 91-inch length of 300-ohm twinlead. According to the designer, UB5UG, the antenna has 8-dB gain on 14 MHz and 10-dB gain on 21 MHz.

When fed with 50-ohm coax, the swr is less than 2.7:1 on all bands. Input resistance is 30 ohms on 14 MHz, 90 ohms on 21 MHz and 80 ohms on 28 MHz. For

![Diagram of the Swiss quad antenna](image)

**fig. 2. The Swiss quad is an unusual high-performance design that has been popular in Europe. Complete dimensions are given in table 1.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>frequency (MHz)</th>
<th>reflector horizontal (R)</th>
<th>radiator horizontal (D)</th>
<th>vertical (H)</th>
<th>spacing (S)</th>
<th>gamma length (L)</th>
<th>gamma spacing (A)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14.05</td>
<td>248</td>
<td>223½</td>
<td>236</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>188½</td>
<td>4½</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.2</td>
<td>245</td>
<td>221</td>
<td>233</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>186½</td>
<td>4½</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21.05</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>2½</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21.2</td>
<td>162½</td>
<td>148</td>
<td>155½</td>
<td>55½</td>
<td>124½</td>
<td>2½</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28.05</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>94½</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28.5</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>41½</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1. Dimensions for the Swiss quad (in inches).**
lower swr performance, two equal-length pieces of 75-ohm coax can be used in parallel on twenty meters (equivalent impedance 37.5 ohms); for the upper two bands one piece of coax is disconnected at the transmitter. With this system the

used. However, the UB5UG system doesn’t use a long metal boom, and metal parts that might degrade performance are at the bottom out of the rf field.

Tuneup consists of adjusting the vertical 300-ohm stubs for resonance at the

desired spot on the 20-meter band. Front-to-back ratio and forward gain are optimized by adjusting the length of the reflector feeder. (Be sure this feed line is twisted one-half turn.)

**japanese quad**

Cubical quads for 15 and 20 meters are pretty large, and some amateurs simply don’t have the space to get them up into the air. The design in fig. 5 by JA1OYY uses loading coils to reduce the size by 30%. Although the original design was for 15 meters, the idea is equally applicable to other bands; suggested coil values are listed in table 2.

A full-sized 21-MHz quad is 11 feet, 8 inches on a side; this reduced-size unit has sides that are 8 feet, 2 inches long. The

---

**fig. 3.** UB5UG’s simple quad provides three-band operation. Both reflector and director are the same size.

swr should be less than 1.5:1 on all bands.

Construction, as shown in fig. 4 is somewhat different than that normally seen, although there is no reason a conventional quad arrangement could not be

seen, although there is no reason a conventional quad arrangement could not be used. However, the UB5UG system doesn’t use a long metal boom, and metal parts that might degrade performance are at the bottom out of the rf field.

Tuneup consists of adjusting the vertical 300-ohm stubs for resonance at the desired spot on the 20-meter band. Front-to-back ratio and forward gain are optimized by adjusting the length of the reflector feeder. (Be sure this feed line is twisted one-half turn.)

**japanese quad**

Cubical quads for 15 and 20 meters are pretty large, and some amateurs simply don’t have the space to get them up into the air. The design in fig. 5 by JA1OYY uses loading coils to reduce the size by 30%. Although the original design was for 15 meters, the idea is equally applicable to other bands; suggested coil values are listed in table 2.

A full-sized 21-MHz quad is 11 feet, 8 inches on a side; this reduced-size unit has sides that are 8 feet, 2 inches long. The

---

**fig. 3.** UB5UG’s simple quad provides three-band operation. Both reflector and director are the same size.

---

**fig. 4.** Construction of the spider for the Soviet quad.

---

**fig. 4.** Construction of the spider for the Soviet quad.
four loading coils are placed at low-current points so there is minimal effect on the radiation efficiency of the antenna. Spacing between radiator and director is 0.175 wavelength for maximum front-to-back ratio.

The loading coils consist of 11 turns no. 14 wire spaced to fill a form 1 1/2 inches in diameter and 4 inches long. Commercial coil stock such as B&W or Airdux could also be used. The completed coils should be protected from the weather for long life and optimum performance; plastic refrigerator boxes are ideal for this purpose. Note that the coils on the bottom of the elements are equipped with alligator clips for tuneup. When the correct tap point has been found the clips can be replaced with soldered connections.

Although the quad built by JA1OYY uses angle-iron spiders and wood spreaders, fiberglass poles and cast aluminum spiders will last longer. With the 21-MHz dimensions shown in table 2 this miniature quad is resonant at 21.350 MHz (swr 1.1:1 with 50-ohm coaxial feedline); at 21.450 MHz the swr is 1.2:1 at 21.200 MHz the swr is 1.5:1.

fig. 5. Miniature quad design by JA1OYY uses loading coils in the horizontal elements. Complete dimensions are given in table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>frequency (MHz)</th>
<th>quad side (A)</th>
<th>spacing (B)</th>
<th>coil location (B)</th>
<th>coil winding (μH)</th>
<th>winding info</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>17 1/2 turns no. 14, 1 1/2&quot; diameter, 5&quot; long</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>24 1/2</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>11 turns no. 14, 1 1/2&quot; diameter, 3 1/2&quot; long</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>19 1/4</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>9 1/2 turns no. 14, 1 1/4&quot; diameter, 3 1/2&quot; long</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

table 2. Construction details of the Japanese quad (in inches).
NEW SINGLE-BAND BEAM
FROM MOSLEY

The Classic 20
WITH
EXPANDED DX
CAPABILITIES
ON 20 METERS

Model CL-20

DON'T LIMIT YOURSELF!
When you install a 20 meter beam, there is only one antenna investment you can afford . . . The NEW CLASSIC 20 with expanded DX capabilities, thanks to the new Classic Feed System "Balanced Capacitive Matching."
This new array promises to be the most universally accepted amateur beam ever developed for 20 meters.

TAKE A LOOK AT THE VITAL STATISTICS!
• POWER RATED: 1 KW AM/CW; 2 KW P.E.P. SSB input to the final.
• SWR: 1.5/1 or better.
• MATCHING SYSTEM: Balanced Capacitive.
• FEED POINT IMPEDANCE: 52 ohms.
• NUMBER OF ELEMENTS: 5. Aluminum tubing; 6063-T832.
• MAXIMUM ELEMENT LENGTH: 38 ft. 1½ in.
• BOOM LENGTH: 46 ft.
• RECOMMENDED MAST SIZE: 3 in. OD.
• TURNING RADIUS: 28 ft.
• WIND SURFACE: 18.7 sq. ft.
• WIND LOAD (EIA Std. 80 MPH): 364.45 lbs.
• ASSEMBLED WEIGHT: Approx. 139 lbs.
• SHIPPING WEIGHT: Approx. 145 lbs. via truck.

For detailed brochure write . . . Dept. 198

Manufacturing TV Antenna-Accessories for nearly a Quarter of a Century.
Write for the Free Booklet,
"How to Improve Your TV Picture"
Department 198TV

Mosley Electronics Inc. 4610 N. LINDBERGH BLVD., BRIDGETON, MO. 63044
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multiband
dipoles
for
portable use

Low cost, simplicity, and efficiency are the keynotes of these antenna designs.

The multiband dipole is an attractive antenna for portable or Field Day operation. It's light, easy to carry and erect, and very inexpensive to build. Best of all, it's noncritical in adjustment and provides a low SWR for commonly used 50-ohm coaxial transmission lines.

Simple multiband dipole antennas can take one of two forms. The most easily constructed two-band antenna consists merely of two dipoles tied in parallel at the feed point. A more sophisticated antenna uses parallel-tuned traps in series with the dipole element (fig. 2).

It was desired to build a few antennas for the ARRL Field Day contest, but a search of the literature failed to provide any dimensional data or information on multiband dipole systems for the higher-frequency bands. Accordingly, several multiband dipole antennas were constructed and tested during the spring of 1968 with the hope of obtaining a suitable design before the contest began. This article covers three designs that evolved from these tests. Perhaps one of them will suit your Field Day requirements.

parallel dipoles

The parallel dipole shown in fig. 1 is simpler than the trap dipole, but its use is limited to harmonically related bands. A parallel dipole may be built for 20 and 10 meters, because 10 meters is the second harmonic of 20 meters. However, trouble occurs when an attempt is made to use two dipoles not harmonically related. For example, a parallel dipole for 20 and 15 meters or for 15 and 10 meters isn't practical. These bands aren't harmonically related, and the dipoles have so much mutual reactance it's impossible to establish resonance without an auxiliary tuning unit. This defeats the whole purpose of the undertaking; namely, that of constructing a simple multiband antenna system.

For harmonically related bands, however, the lower-frequency dipole presents a high resistive impedance to the higher-frequency dipole and doesn't affect its operation to any noticeable extent. In the case of harmonically unrelated bands, such as 20 and 15, or 15 and 10 meters, the lower-frequency dipole is highly reactive at the higher operating frequency and introduces an intolerable degree of detuning to the higher-frequency antenna. The higher-frequency antenna doesn't influence the lower-frequency antenna to any great degree, but the lower frequency antenna—unless it presents a
resistive load to the higher frequency antenna—introduces sufficient reactance at the feedpoint of the combined system to "upset the applecart."

Paralleled, harmonically related antennas detune each other to a small extent. The low-frequency dipole appears to resonate at a lower frequency and the higher frequency dipole at a higher frequency than normal. This can be compensated by trimming the dipoles to their operating frequencies.

**trap dipoles**

The trap antenna operates on the principle of parallel-tuned circuits placed at critical points in the element. The tuned circuits or traps, electrically connect or disconnect the outer sections of the element as the antenna's excitation frequency is changed.

At the lowest operating frequency, the traps in the active portion of the element contribute a reactive load that makes the overall element length somewhat shorter than that determined by formula. As a result, the lengths of the multiband trapped dipole sections must be determined by cut-and-try, since the loading contributed by the traps is difficult to determine.

The efficiency of such a system is generally established by trap- and element-tuning accuracy and by the Q of the traps. An accurately tuned multiband dipole using high-Q traps compares favorably with full-size, separate dipoles as far as efficiency and bandwidth are concerned.

---

**fig. 1.** Parallel dipole arrangement. Two dipoles, resonant at harmonically related bands, are connected in parallel; interaction is negligible because of impedance relationships.

**fig. 2.** Trap dipole for nonharmonically related bands. Traps are parallel-resonant circuits that provide high impedance at resonant frequency and low impedance at frequencies far from resonance.
20-15 meter trap dipoles

These bands aren't harmonically related, so a parallel dipole isn't practical, and a trap dipole must be used (fig. 3). The dimensions are given in fig. 3A. The 15-meter portion is resonant at about 21.15 MHz. It's length is very close to the may be a random length of RG-58A/U for power up to 500 watts PEP, or RG-8/U for power up to 1000 watts PEP. The smaller cable is recommended for Field-Day use, as it's easier to handle than the RG-8/U.

The completed 20-15 meter trap antenna produces the swr curves shown in

![Diagram of trap dipole antenna](image)

**fig. 3.** Design data for a dual-band 20-15 meter trap dipole including trap construction details and swr response.

figure obtained from the formula given in the handbooks.

The 20-meter length is shortened by the loading effect of the 15-meter trap to 29 feet, 8 inches. The traps are about 2 inches long. This length must be included in the over-all measurement, which makes the tip sections each 3 feet, 7½ inches long.

The dipole is fed from a balun. This is necessary if meaningful swr measurements are to be obtained. The feedline the chart of fig. 3C. At the design frequency of 14.15 MHz, the 20-meter dipole exhibits an swr of about 1.25 at the end of a half wavelength of transmission line. At the limits of the 20-meter band, the swr rises to less than 1.6. On 15 meters, at the design frequency of 21.15 MHz, the antenna exhibits an swr of about 1.09, rising to less than 1.9 the high-frequency end of the band and to 1.4 at the low-frequency end. These swr figures are well within the limits normally established

![Diagram of swr response](image)
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for use with most transmitting equipment.

20-10 meter parallel dipole

A practical 20-10 meter parallel dipole is shown in fig. 4. Two separate dipoles are connected in parallel at the feed point, with their ends separated about five feet. The 20-meter dipole dimensions are normal but the 10-meter dipole is lengthened slightly to re-establish resonance, which is affected by the addition of the 20-meter section. Formulas for computing correct dipole lengths for other harmonically related bands (40 and 20 meters, for example) are given. Dipole spacing at the ends isn't critical; however, too-close spacing will detune the antennas. A separation of five feet is satisfactory for the 20-10 meter antenna system; for a 40-20 meter antenna, ten feet is satisfactory.

Again, a simple balun is placed at the antenna, as suggested for the previous antenna. Typical swr curves for the 20- and 10-meter bands are shown in fig. 4B. The swr remains below 1.6 across the 20-meter band and remains below 1.6 across nearly a megahertz of the 10-meter band. For the high end of 10 meters, the 10-meter dipole should be shortened about three inches at each end.

The trap technique may be extended to three bands. Two sets of traps are required, one for 10 meters and one for 15 meters. Construction information for a triband trap dipole is given in fig. 5. While the 10-meter dimensions are normal, both antenna lengths for the 15- and 20-meter sections are shortened by trap loading. Over-all antenna length is only 26 feet, 2 inches. No matter. The antenna performs remarkably well on all three

fig. 4. 20-10 meter parallel dipole design and swr as a function of frequency. No traps are needed in this inexpensive system, which can be adapted for other harmonically related bands. The length of the lower-frequency dipole (in feet) is equal to 478/f where f is a frequency in MHz; length of the higher-frequency dipole is 485/f.

a 20-15-10 meter trap dipole

The trap technique may be extended to three bands. Two sets of traps are required, one for 10 meters and one for 15 meters. Construction information for a triband trap dipole is given in fig. 5. While the 10-meter dimensions are normal, both antenna lengths for the 15- and 20-meter sections are shortened by trap loading. Over-all antenna length is only 26 feet, 2 inches. No matter. The antenna performs remarkably well on all three
bands, and comparisons with full-size dipoles indicated little or no difference in signal strength between antennas, either on transmit or receive.

Two sets of traps decrease the operating bandwidth somewhat, as seen from the swr curves of fig. 5B. However, the over-all bandwidths still permit an swr of 2.15 or less across the 20-meter band, with a minimum swr of 1.3 at the resonant frequency of 14.3 MHz. The 15-meter antenna meter swr is higher. It's close to 1.6 at the resonant frequency of 21.22 MHz, rising to about 2.4 at the lower band edge and to 2.2 at the high edge. The 10-meter swr curve is quite broad. Although not quite as good as that of a single 10-meter dipole, it's about the same as that of the parallel dipole shown in fig. 4. Nevertheless, the swr remains below 1.6 from the low edge of the phone band to about 28.85 MHz, and is below 2.0 MHz.

As in the case of the other antennas, a balun feed and 50-ohm transmission line are used.

**trap resonant frequency**

Trap adjustment is easy if the proper procedure is used. The only instruments required are a grid-dip oscillator and a calibrated receiver. But you must know where to tune the traps for optimum performance.

Tradition says the traps should be tuned to the low edge of the band, or just outside the low edge. Measurements made on various trap beam antennas showed that the traps were indeed tuned in this manner. Discussions with antenna manufacturers on trap tuning have led to the conclusion that traps are adjusted in this manner merely because the competition does it, and none really knows the reason.

---

**fig. 5. Trap dipole for 20-15-10 meters and swr response.** The 15-meter trap is the same as in fig. 3: for 10 meters, use 20 pF in parallel with 8-1/4 turns number 16 wire, 1 inch ID x 1-1/8 inch long, 8 turns per inch (or use Air-Dux 808T). Resonate to 27.8 MHz.

---

**fig. 5B. SWR curves.**
for trap adjustment—if they do, they’re not saying! I saw no valid reason for this particular choice of trap resonant frequency, so I made some tests.

The tests revealed (1) there’s no magic frequency to which the traps should be tuned, and (2) if the trap is tuned to resonance with the band in which it is supposed to resemble a switch, all will work as expected.

However, I noticed on repeated tests that, when the trap was tuned lower in frequency than the expected range of 20-meter traps tuned to 13.9 MHz. As long as the traps were resonant outside the low-frequency end of the band by fifty to several hundred kilohertz, antenna action remained unchanged for all practical purposes. When the trap resonant frequency approached the operating frequency, or was higher than the operating frequency, antenna bandwidth became progressively more restricted, as shown by the measured standing wave ratio.

This seemed to be the “secret” of proper trap adjustment. Just why this is so I’ll leave as an exercise for the reader.

trap construction

Construction of a typical trap is suggested in the photo. The trap can be built around a strain insulator, which will remove the antenna tension from the coil and capacitor. The strain insulator has measurable capacitance (about 1 pF) so it must be considered as part of the trap circuit. The coil may be placed around the insulator, with the capacitor connected around the coil.

Trap length enters into the over-all length of the antenna. A standard length of two inches is used for the traps shown here. Generally speaking, the L/C ratio of the trap is not too important; traps have been built around high-voltage ceramic capacitors of 20 or 25 pF. For power output of 500 watts PEP, the Centralab 853A-202 ceramic capacitor is ideal. It has a capacitance of 20 pF and a voltage rating of 3 kV. Small, commercially built air wound inductors may be used for the trap coils, such as the Barker & Williamson or Air-Dux coils.

To attach the traps easily to the antenna wires, it’s a good idea to add 1½-inch leads to each end of the trap. The leads may then be twisted around the antenna wires and soldered.

assembling the traps

Attach about a foot of wire to the strain insulator, then loop the wire through the insulator and back upon itself. Cut the wire to length and solder the joint. The coil may be placed over the

Typical 15-meter trap. Lead length affects resonant frequency slightly, and trap should be measured with connecting leads in place.
insulator or beside it. Solder the coil leads to those of the insulator, then solder the capacitor in parallel.

trap tuning

Place the trap in a clear spot away from metal objects. Loosely couple it to a grid-dip oscillator. Check the trap resonant frequency against a calibrated receiver. As mentioned previously, the exact resonant frequency isn’t important as long as it’s outside the low-frequency end of the band. Both traps of the set should have resonant frequencies within about 50 kHz of each other.

weatherproofing

Moistureproofing seems to be more of a problem than building the traps. If it’s guaranteed not to rain on Field Day, the traps may be used without a protective shield. An emergency rain shield may be made by wrapping the traps in kitchen plastic and stapling the plastic cover around the trap. A better shield may be made from a polyethylene “squeeze bottle,” obtainable at a drug store. The best (and most time-consuming) trap shield may be made of plastic tubing with end pieces cemented into a waterproof cylinder around the trap.

Regardless of the weatherproofing method, it’s imperative that the traps be protected from water, otherwise the traps will become detuned when wet and may, in fact, flash over and be destroyed.

antenna adjustment

The antenna dimensions and trap data guarantee that an antenna constructed in this fashion will work. A check on operation may be made by running an SWR curve across the amateur bands for which the antenna is designed. The resulting curves should resemble those in this article. Note, however, that SWR curves obtained without a balun between the antenna and the feedline are meaningless and are not representative of antenna performance.

If the SWR on one or more bands indicates the antenna is resonant at a frequency other than that desired, antenna resonance may be re-established by altering the length of the antenna section in question. Adjustments shouldn’t be made to the traps after once set, as too many variables will certainly lead to improper antenna adjustment.

Adjustment should be made to the highest-frequency antenna first, followed by the next lower-frequency segment. Once the 10-meter sections are of the proper length, the 15-meter sections may be adjusted, then the 20-meter section. It must be remembered that adjustments made to one antenna section affect the adjustments of the lower-frequency sections, since the higher-frequency antennas form a part of the lower-frequency ones.

Don’t deliberately look for trouble, because the data and measurements given for these antennas have been tried in various installations with complete success. It can be seen, furthermore, that trap antennas can be designed for two or more frequency bands, regardless of their harmonic relationship, in the fashion outlined in this article.

power limitations

It’s possible to destroy an antenna trap, as some “California kilowatt” users have discovered to their dismay. The limiting factors are capacitor flashover and coil heating. The trap construction described in this article is satisfactory for power up to 500 watts PEP in the antenna; but for the maximum amateur power rating, it’s recommended that more robust components be used. For high-power construction, two Centralab type 85B, 50-pF, 5-kV capacitors may be connected in series to provide a 10-kV rating. The coil could be self-supporting, wound with TV aluminum ground wire or number 10 copper wire. Trap size will increase, requiring slight adjustments to the antenna sections.
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Presented in this article is a beam antenna covering 7 through 28 MHz using triangular-shaped elements. It is simpler than similar antennas I have developed previously. Instead of 14 elements, only 6 are used. Little if any sacrifice in gain occurs on 21 MHz, and there's an increase in gain on 28 MHz compared with the original design.

**Electrical Description**

All elements except the 7- and 21-MHz driven element and director are closed loops (fig. 1). The 7-MHz beam consists of a driven element and director spaced 1/8 wavelength. The wire elements are folded in a triangular shape with sides of equal length. The bottom leg of the triangle is parallel to the earth. The driven elements are fed at the center of this horizontal side. Nominal radiation resistance of the 7-MHz antenna is 15 ohms.

The 21-MHz antenna uses the same two elements as the 7-MHz antenna. Since its operating frequency is three times the fundamental, the 21-MHz antenna’s electrical length is 1.5 wavelengths. Element spacing is 3/8 wavelength. Its radiation resistance is 215 ohms.

The 14-MHz antenna is a four-element beam. Reflector, driven element, and two directors are closed triangular loops one wavelength in perimeter. The elements are spaced about 1/8 wavelength. The driven element is fed at the center of the triangle horizontal leg in the same way as the 7/21-MHz driven element.

Physically, the 28-MHz antenna doubles as the 14-MHz antenna. Electrically, however, it is two wavelengths in perimeter on 28 MHz. Element spacing is ¼ wavelength on this band. Radiation resistance on 28 MHz is 175 ohms; on 14 MHz it is 65 ohms.

**Directivity and Gain**

The beam’s directivity on the four bands is given in table 1. Directivity, as considered here, is a measure of beamwidth. That is, the directivity is the power concentrated through a portion of the space around the antenna, as opposed to that from an isotropic source.

Directivity is a useful comparative parameter. It’s merely necessary to plot a receiving antenna pattern using a signal source at any desired distance from the antenna, then calculate the directivity using the half-power beamwidth. The numbers in table 1 are based on the
assumption that antenna beamwidths are the same in the vertical and horizontal planes.

**wire lengths**

The wire lengths in fig. 1 were determined by cut and try. The resonant frequency of the driven elements was measured at an operating height of 60 feet above ground, using an ac frequency-compensated bridge. Each antenna element is a series-resonant circuit, whose resonant frequency is a function of the physical wire size and length. Capacitance is determined by the physical distance between the element and the ground, tower, houses, trees, antenna boom, and other antenna elements.

For these reasons, wire-element lengths will be affected by your antenna site and by antenna height. The antenna should have the wire lengths given in fig. 1. The resonant frequency of the driven elements should be measured at the operating height. (A measurement method is described below.)

If the operating frequency is unsatisfactory, it may be altered by changing the resonant frequency of the driven elements. An over-all change of 13 inches will move the resonant frequency about 0.1 MHz and 0.22 MHz in the 7- and 14-MHz bands respectively. The other element lengths remain unchanged with little effect on performance.

**feed line type and tuning**

A single 125-ohm shielded transmission line feeds both driven elements, which are tied together at a common feed point. The feed line is electrically one wavelength long at the operating frequency in the 7-MHz band, which makes it 2 wavelengths on 14 MHz; 3 wavelengths on 21 MHz; and 4 wavelengths on 28 MHz. A feed line that is a multiple of \( \frac{1}{2} \) wavelength reflects the load resistance to the input end of the line. Therefore,
the even-wavelength-multiple line makes it possible to operate the antenna on four bands with a single feed line, providing an antenna tuner is used to match the transmitter to the resistance appearing at the input end of the line. This resistance will be the antenna's radiation resistance, providing the antenna is tuned (cut) for resonance at the frequency at which the feed line is a multiple of ½ wavelength.

Here's a procedure for tuning the antenna-feed line system:

1. Decide on the frequency at which optimum efficient is desired. This will be influenced by whether cw or phone operation is contemplated for the greater portion of time.

2. Calculate the approximate electrical length of feed line needed for operation at the desired frequency. Consider the line's velocity factor and the distance from transmitter to antenna feed point. (A discussion of velocity factor is contained in the ARRL Handbook.) Add a couple of feet to the calculated length as a safety factor, and cut the line.

3. Short circuit one end of the line, and connect the antenna bridge to the other end. Determine the frequency at which a null occurs with the bridge set to zero. Cut the line, a little at a time, until the bridge nulls at the desired operating frequency. The greater the number of half wavelengths in the line, the less will be the frequency change per inch of length removed.

4. Run the line from the operating position up the tower and out the antenna boom to the driven element spider. From the driven element spider, the line can hang free to where it's attached to the driven elements. Connect the feed line to both driven

fig. 2. Construction of the boom.
elements, not to just one. (Interaction exists between all elements on this antenna as with any beam.)

5. Connect the bridge to the operating-position end of the transmission line. Raise the tower and antenna to the operating height. Find the bridge null that indicates the antenna resonant frequency. Alter the antenna driven element length to bring its resonant frequency to the desired operating frequency. Antenna radiation resistance will be reflected at the bridge-end of the line when antenna resonant frequency is the same as that at which the transmission line is a multiple of an electrical half wavelength.

6. Connect the bridge to the antenna tuner output. Set the bridge to the antenna radiation resistance of one of the bands. Tune the antenna tuner to the operating frequency for the band, as indicated by a null of the bridge. Record the tuner dial settings for use when changing bands. Repeat the procedures for each band.

construction

My original 4-element beam was in use for three years. The experience gained over this period has resulted in simpler construction of the beam described here. Except for a few pieces of scrap Plexiglas, all materials can be found in the Sears mail-order catalogue. Simple hand tools are required, and some welding is necessary. The advantage of welded construction has been proven with my original large beam. No failures have occurred in three years of storms howling in from the Pacific Ocean.

The 27-foot boom is constructed from three 10-foot lengths of 1/4-inch thin-wall steel conduit (fig. 2). The center section is 10 feet long. Cut off the two end sections with a hacksaw or tubing cutter at 8 feet 6 inches and 8 feet 7 inches respectively. Weld a 6-inch length of 1-inch pipe to each end of the center section to serve as a joint. Assemble the sections using 3/8-inch stainless-steel bolts.

The four spiders are constructed as shown in fig. 3. Clamp the two "A" legs to a piece of scrap wood before welding: make sure the angles are correct. Then clamp the "B" leg to the assembly and weld. Next, weld the spiders to the boom. The "V" joint of the spider sets on top of the boom (section B-B, fig. 2). Three different spider lengths, fig. 3, are used to save material and weight.

Weld a 12-inch length of 1/4-inch conduit to the center boom section to support the beam on the rotor. Don't increase the length of this center section as a means of increasing the beam height above ground. The 12-inch long rotor section is strong enough to withstand high winds with ice. It can be made longer for attachment to a rotor located down in the tower, providing an upper bearing is located within 6 inches of the boom.

Cut three one-inch-long pieces from a 1/4-inch bolt, and weld them to the top and sides of the boom to support the outriggers as shown in fig. 2. Cut three pieces 31 inches long from a 10-foot length of 1/4-inch thin-wall conduit for outriggers. Squeeze the end of the outrigger together in a vise and drill a 1/4-inch hole through the flat section. The 3/8-inch outrigger rope will be threaded through these holes when the beam is
assembled. Cut the eyes off of six 5/16-inch eyebolts, and weld the eyes to the boom as shown in fig. 2. The outrigger ropes will be fastened to these eyes. After welding and drilling are completed on the boom and outriggers, they should be hot-dip galvanized. Galvanizing is nominal in cost. The entire job won’t cost more than four or five dollars, and galvanized parts will last for many years.

All that remains to be made now are the antenna-to-feedline connector plate, fig. 4, and the Plexiglass insulators and spreaders, as shown in fig. 1. Cut a notch in each end of the spreader to fit over the antenna wire, and drill a hole in each end for wiring the spreader to the antenna.

Automobile hose clamps are used to fasten the fiberglass arms to the spiders. Twenty-four clamps are required. Solid braid polyethylene rope is used for the outriggers. It won’t stretch, so no turnbuckles are required. Polyethylene rope is used extensively for boats and can be obtained from the Sears mail order catalogue. Three pieces, each 23 feet 6 inches long by 3/8-inch diameter are required. After cutting, fuse the end over a gas flame.

Thirteen-foot-long fiberglass arms are used for wire spreaders. Twelve are required. Obtain the most rigid arms you can find. They should be at least ½-inch diameter at the small end and 1-3/8-inch diameter at the large end. The arms I used are marketed by Kirk Electronics and manufactured by U.S. Fiberglass.

assembly

After the boom and outriggers are galvanized, assemble the boom section on the ground. Clean any excess zinc from mating sections and bolt holes.

If you have a tilting tower, as I do, assembly is very straightforward. Assemble the fiberglass arms to the two center section spiders. With one set of arms resting flat on the ground, string the antenna wires and make the solder joints. Tilt the tower down and attach the boom to the rotor. Raise the center section out of the way. Assemble the fiberglass arms to the two end section spiders, with the arms flat on the ground and the boom section joint pointing upward. String the wires on the end element supports. Tilt the tower down, and bolt an end section to the center section. Tie the three outrigger ropes to the boom eyes. The length of outrigger rope given allows a foot at each end for tying to the eyes.

Raise the antenna, rotate the boom 180°, and tilt the tower down again. Thread the outrigger ropes through the outriggers and insert the outrigger tubes over the ½-inch-diameter retainers. Raise the tower so the second end section can be attached to the boom. Tie the outrigger ropes to the second set of eyes. The side outrigger ropes need only be snugly tight with the boom straight. The top outrigger may have to be readjusted after the tower has been raised to ascertain if the boom is level.

If you have a rigid or crank-up tower, you’re on your own for an assembly method.

If you’d like to start building a less complex antenna than this beam, try only the driven frame. Feed it in the same manner as described above. It will function as an excellent four band antenna.

I’ll be glad to help serious builders with further technical information.
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80 meters vertical beam antenna

Just "getting Out" on 80 meters calls for nothing too elaborate in the way of antennas. But to really get out, to the tune of working a world-wide DX as a matter of course, calls for something a bit special. The antenna described here is the result of a fair amount of experimentation and construction on the part of Bill Shearman, VE1AX, whose DX countries total on 80-meter ssb is well over the magical 100 mark.

To say it's a two-element beam conjures up ghastly thoughts of huge towers and monstrous drooping elements, but this beam is vertical, which makes all the difference in the world. For one thing, it's unobtrusive. It sits right in the middle of a subdivision and is not particularly noticeable. Being a quarter-wave vertical, the elements are only about 60 feet high. Although this may seem a lot, by using small-diameter masts the problems of height and weight become quite reasonable.

elements

The antenna at VE1AX consists of two identical 48-foot aluminum masts topped with a 12-foot fiberglass whip of the type used for marine transmitters. Any suitable combination of aluminum or steel tubing, tv masts, etc. could be used; but both verticals must be identical. The masts must be insulated from ground, which Bill did by using commercially built tripod mounts. But here again, traditional ham ingenuity should come to the rescue with such alternates as wooden posts, power line standoff insulators, or even Coke bottles, as I remember seeing in another article.

broadbanding

To make the antenna broadband, a three-wire cage encloses each mast. Fig. 1 and the photo show that these wires extend out from the mast about eight feet, and are connected to the mast at a point about fifteen feet from the top. (The exact point isn't critical.) Then they extend downward to the base of the mast. The upper arms of the cage connect to strain insulators, which are connected to the guys. The lower ends of the wires are also connected to strain insulators, which are in turn tied to the base mounting. This arrangement keeps the cage neat and taut. All the cage wires are connected electrically to the base of the vertical element and fed in parallel with it.

A small loading coil is connected in series with the coaxial cable feeding the base of each vertical, and a movable tap is used to adjust the element for optimum performance.

ground system

Like all vertical antennas, the secret of this one is the ground system. The old axiom of, "the more, the better," couldn't be more true. Bill's philosophy is to lay out every bit of spare wire he can...
get his hands on, and the ground under and around the array is a maze of everything from hookup wire to braided ground strapping. At this writing, well over 1000 feet of radials have been laid out, but there will likely be more by the time you read this! Each little bit helps put the signal where it will do the most good — low down, and a long way out.

**fig. 1. General construction of the array.** Loading coils are made from commercial coil stock or home wound, approximately 35 turns, 2½ inches in diameter, close-spaced.

**orientation and feed**

The two verticals are mounted in line with the direction most wanted. In other words, to work European stations from the East coast, the elements should be mounted in a northeast/southwest line.

Each element is fed with 52-ohm coax. Both pieces are cut to exactly the same length. However, a third piece, an electrical quarter-wave-length long, is inserted in series with one vertical, thus making it act as a reflector. This produces a significant gain in the forward direction and a very considerable front-to-back ratio. By using a relay or coax switch, this extra piece of coax can be switched from one vertical to the other, therefore instantly reversing the directivity of the array. Bill has found this feature to be very valuable and quite disconcerting to those on the other end of the contact.

**tuning**

Tune-up of the array was checked with some General Radio test equipment, but for those with more meager means (almost all of us), each element can be tuned separately by using an swr bridge and adjusting the tap on the loading coil for minimum swr. This should be very close to 1:1 at the chosen operating frequency. The loading coils are mounted in small water-tight metal or plastic containers at the base of the elements.

**results**

Results have been excellent as might be expected. Front-to-back ratio is sufficient to knock down most of the W and VE interference. This, with the forward gain, gives a very significant boost to DX signals. While gain measurements are always tricky, it appears that gain in the order of 3 to 5 dB is reasonable, while actual on-the-air reports (compared with a well-tuned dipole) have been so good as to be considered a bit far-fetched. However, signals received with excellent strength on the other side of the world from VE1 can attest to the performance of the array.

*ham radio*
In my article on the construction of diversity antennas,¹ I stressed the importance of using the proper antenna tuner. My antennas, because of their inherent low reactance, will work with almost any tuner. But to obtain maximum power transfer, and hence maximum efficiency, you should use what I'll call a “compatible” tuner.

A compatible tuner will transfer power from source to load regardless of load reactance. Conversely, an “incompatible” tuner, although it will transfer power, is inefficient because it doesn’t account for reactance.

Both tuner types are discussed in this article. Data is presented to show you how to build a compatible antenna tuner—the most efficient device for transforming power from transmitter to load.

**an example**

Suppose you wish to transfer power from a 52-ohm coaxial cable to a balanced load (fig. 1). The load might have inductive and capacitive reactances that exceed the resistive component (fig. 1B).
A whip antenna, for example, could have a resistive component of, say, 0.5 ohm (fig. 2). Its reactance could be 360 ohms capacitive. To obtain maximum power transfer, you'd need a reactance of opposite sign and equal magnitude. In this example a huge coil would be required, whose skin resistance might be 9.5 ohms. This would result in a 10 ohm series circuit consisting of 0.5 ohm radiation resistance (across which useful power is dissipated) plus 9.5 ohms (across which power is wasted). The circuit's efficiency would be only 5 percent.

If a second whip antenna is added, as in fig. 2C, the capacitive reactance is reduced to about one-half, and only 2.5 ohms of skin loss occurs in the compensating inductance. Three times as much power is then available for radiation. This idea might be extended to four balanced whips with interesting results.

The important thing to remember is that if the ratio of reactance to resistance is high in the tuner, the compensating element may have to be physically large with consequent losses.

**power factor**

A definition of power factor is the ratio of active (or true) power to reactive (apparent) power. It's generally expressed in percent. Your power company spends a lot of money in its generating equipment to overcome power-factor losses. A corollary in amateur work would be an antenna tuner that delivers only a fraction of the available power to the load. For example, I once had a tuner that delivered only ten percent of its input power to the load on some bands. This is a 90-percent loss, or 10 dB into and out of the tuner.

If the voltage peak doesn't agree with
the current peak in your tuning apparatus, a correction is needed. This is usually accomplished by tuning. If the tuner doesn't compensate properly for reactance, you've got problems.

**Incompatible tuners**

Perhaps you're using one of the tuners shown in the examples of fig. 3. It may work beautifully into a dummy load, but its efficiency will suffer from power-factor loss when working into a reactive load.

Consider the load resistance shown in fig. 1A. This is a purely resistive load; voltage and current are in phase, and most of the power is dissipated as useful energy. The loads shown in fig. 1B contain reactance. Unlike the power company, you don't have a reserve source of power to pump into the load—your generator, which is your final amplifier, is probably working at full output.

To compensate for the reactance, your final will have to supply, say, 100 volts at zero current; the resistive portion of the load will accept 100 volts at 1 ampere. The 100 volts at zero current is so-called "wattless power." Why accept a 3-dB reduction in your transmitted signal or the same loss of received signal power? The compatible tuner is the answer.

**Compatible tuners**

Don't be misled by a standing-wave ratio of 1. This doesn't prove you don't have a power-factor problem. An incompatible tuner can produce an swr of unity just about as well as a compatible tuner, regardless of load reactance. Neither tuner will tune differently, but a compatible tuner will deliver full power to its load (fig. 4).

**Tapped constants**

You can always tap down on tuner coils and capacitors. If the tuner feeds a resistive load, it will transfer power with minimum loss. If, however, you tap across the tuner with a capacitor, power will circulate in the capacitor and will be returned to the load—sheer waste. The same reasoning applies to a tapped inductance. In general, there's an even chance that only 3 dB, or half your available power, will be delivered to the load if your tuner has the configuration of those in fig. 3A or 3B.

In the compatible tuner, you always load across the lumped inductive and

---

![fig. 3. "Incompatible" tuners. Regardless of unity swr, load reactances can cause power-factor loss that wastes energy.](image)

![fig. 4. "Compatible" tuners. Either will handle the load reactance. Note that feeders in B are connected directly to the capacitor.](image)
capacitive reactances. No tapped elements are used. A tuner using differential capacitors, as in fig. 3A is electrically equivalent to tapping down on the inductance (fig. 3B).

series solution

If line reactance and resistance are in series with a compatible tuner, all reactances cancel, and the system will be resonant. The series solution works fine if the tuner sees a balanced load of under 500 ohms. If the load is much higher, your coils will be so large you may want to change the design.

parallel solution

Perhaps your load is higher than 500 ohms. In this case, you can connect a capacitor in parallel with the load impedance (fig. 4B). While this circuit has low peak voltage, it has high circulating current. A smaller coil will waste power because of the current. The changeover at 500 ohms is a matter of economy, physical space, and wavelength.

practical circuits

To build a practical compatible tuner, measure line resistance and reactance, then plot the data. You can determine sizes of the constants from a table hookup. Then all you have to do is wind the coil, cut it and solder. It works right the first time.

proof test

Disconnect your antenna feeders from the tuner. Connect a lamp in place of your antenna feeders (fig. 5A). Tune your transmitter into the load, then change bands. If you're using a compatible tuner, lamp brilliance won't change much from band-to-band.

Now connect the same lamp load as shown in fig. 5B. Excite the load, starting at the lowest-wavelength band, then progress through the shortest-wavelength band. If you're using an incompatible tuner, you'll find that the bulb won't light well on most bands.

In my next article, I'll show how to build a simple homemade tuner that can be used as an outboard device to compensate for reactance in an incompatible tuner. I'll also discuss feedpoint measurement using the substitution bridge methods.

reference

The isotropic antenna is an imaginary concept as basic to antenna theory as Ohm's law is to circuit theory. Over the years, Ohm's law has been expanded into many forms of circuit theory that are hardly recognizable to those with limited experience. But the most complex forms can be traced back, step by step, to E=IR. The relationship between the isotropic antenna and advanced antenna theory is similar. Unfortunately, very little has been written about the isotropic antenna on the basic level for use by radio amateurs. Perhaps this article will help those who desire a keener insight into operation and performance of antennas.

antennas in free space

The isotropic antenna is considered as a point source of electromagnetic radiation. It is the simplest form an antenna can take. In fact, it is so simple no one has managed to build one for electromagnetic waves, although it has been approximated for sound waves. The difficulty is that a point-source antenna must have zero dimensions. Such an antenna, of course, is impossible to construct by any known method. But even so, this nice bit of fiction can be easily approximated for many practical purposes. For example, a 7-MHz antenna located 100 km in space will look like a point source even though it isn't. The errors introduced by the size of the antenna are too small to matter at that
distance for almost all areas of interest. In most calculations, a distance of 100 km isn’t necessary to make an antenna look like a point source of radiation. This distance can be just a few wavelengths in some instances without introducing intolerable errors. The free-space radiation pattern of the isotropic antenna is shown in fig. 1. The antenna radiates in all directions: east, west, north, south, up and down. There is no inherent directivity, and this is exactly what the name implies: iso meaning everywhere the same; tropic meaning no matter how it is turned.

power and voltage measurements

Antenna engineering involves measurements in addition to those of frequency, phase, resistance and resonance. Two of these measurements are power density in watts per square meter (W/m²) and electrical field strength in volts per meter (V/m). Both can be derived by using the isotropic antenna for demonstration.

Imagine that the isotropic antenna is located in the center of a spherical balloon whose surface is everywhere 1 meter from the antenna (fig. 2) and that the antenna is radiating 1 kW. All of the radiated power must pass through the surface of the balloon, and it is easy to calculate how much power passes through each square meter of its surface. The surface of a sphere is $4\pi R^2$. With a radius of 1 m, it is 12.57 m². Therefore, the power passing through 1 m² of surface is $1000/12.57$, or 79.5 W. If the balloon is inflated until the radius is 10 m, the surface area will be increased 100 times, the area will be 1257 m², and the power passing through 1 m² will be 0.795 W. It can be seen that free-space loss in power, in its progress from source to oblivion, is due to the spreading of the wave. The mathematical relationship is $P = 1/D^2$, where $D$ is the distance from source to point of measurement. Thus, the power passing through a unit area is inversely proportional to the square of the distance from the source.

In actual antenna-pattern and field-strength measurements, the instruments read out in voltage rather than power. The conversion from W/m² to V/m is related by

$$e = (377P)^{1/2}$$

where

- $e$ is V/m
- $P$ is W/m²
- 377 is a constant*

Returning to the spherical balloon example, if W/m² is converted to V/m, the field strength at $D = 1$ km is 0.173 V/m. This is usually expressed as 173 mV/m in antenna literature. It is the free-space field of 1 kW at 1 km from an isotropic source. Sometimes referred to as “unattenuated free-space field strength,” it means that nothing is in the path between antenna and measuring equipment that

*The number 377 is the product of $120\pi$ which is the resistance of free space. Editor.
will introduce measurement errors.

directional characteristics

Engineers use antenna directional characteristics to maximize radiation at the angles of elevation and azimuth required for the station’s coverage. The principle uses vector addition of the radiated fields. This principle is well covered by antenna texts, so it will not be discussed further. But the use of the isotropic antenna in lieu of an actual antenna simplifies the problem to some degree, and it is helpful to look at it in this manner.

Suppose the isotropic antenna is \( \frac{1}{2} \) wavelength above a perfectly conducting reflecting plane. Measurements of the radiated field will show that the spherical pattern has been distorted by the reflecting plane; the pattern is depicted in fig. 3. Radiation upward is zero, because the reflected wave is reversed in phase and cancels the downward radiation. Radiation horizontally along the plane is also zero, because the reflected wave is reversed in phase, and the sum of the direct and reflected wave is zero (fig. 3).

The path length of a wave reflected 30 degrees above the ground plane is \( \frac{1}{2} \) wavelength longer than that radiated directly from the isotropic antenna. The addition \( \frac{1}{2} \) wavelength adds 180 degrees of phase change. This, plus the 180-degree phase reversal due to reflection, brings the two waves back in phase, and they add. The sum is twice the value of either direct or reflected wave, resulting in 6-dB gain. If the wave from the isotropic antenna is horizontally polarized, then its pattern cross section is similar to that of a dipole located \( \frac{1}{2} \) wavelength above a perfectly conducting plane.

the dipole

The directive property of the dipole is caused by wave cancellation and addition similar to that of the isotropic antenna above a perfectly conducting plane. Suppose the dipole consists of two isotropic antennas spaced \( \frac{1}{2} \) wavelength apart. At a distant point on the axis line, the radiation from one would arrive 180 degrees out of phase with the other, and would cancel the fields. At right angles to the axis line between the two isotropic antennas, the fields would arrive at the same time, in phase, and would add, thus making a lobe of maximum radiation. Minimum radiation, of course, would be along the axis of the line between the two isotropic antennas.

The field of a dipole is almost exactly like this. The difference is caused by power distribution along the antenna. If the dipole were cut into an infinite number of isotropic antennas whose power and phase were identical to that of the dipole, and the fields of all of these isotropic antennas were added, the result would be the field pattern of the dipole. Thus, the inherent directivity of the dipole exhibits a gain 2.1 dB above that of the isotropic antenna. The gain is not 6 dB, because it is generated in a different manner than that of the isotropic above the reflecting plane; it is the sum of many fields of many amplitudes and phases and not the sum of two fields of equal amplitude and identical phase. However, when the dipole is placed horizontally \( \frac{1}{2} \) wavelength above a perfectly conducting plane, the maximum lobe will be the sum of the direct and reflected fields, and the gain will be 6 dB. This gain, plus the dipoles’s 2.1-dB inherent directivity will result in 8.1-dB gain above the isotropic antenna. This pattern is the familiar double-lobe pattern as shown in fig. 4.

the real world

A perfectly conducting and reflecting ground plane is hardly ever available. The average soil has much less than ideal
reflecting capabilities. Losses from this source distort the neat, geometric patterns shown in the textbooks.

Another interesting conclusion results from the reflection phenomenon. Suppose the antenna is erected over the world’s worst location—the soil absorbs all the radiation, and reflection is zero. The field strength of the maximum lobe will be one-half the ideal value—a 6 dB loss. The minima will disappear, and the gain at those angles can be 10 to 20 dB, which may or may not be useful in transmission and reception.

**grounded antennas**

Grounded antennas also respond to the isotropic antenna concept. Suppose the isotropic antenna is located directly on the perfectly reflecting and conducting plane. The antenna is so close to the reflecting plane that no phase reversal of any kind exists. The pattern will be a hemisphere, because no radiation will exist downward through the reflecting plane. Assuming 1 kW is still being used, in free space 500 W will be radiated above the equatorial line in fig. 1, and 500 W below. When on the ground, 1 kW will be radiated upward, and the power gain will be 3 dB.

Vertical grounded antennas exhibit a modified 3-dB gain factor because of their finite length. Radiation from the bottom tends to generate the isotropic pattern, while that from the top tends to create maxima and minima, because the top is some distance above the reflecting plane. Grounded antennas shorter than 5/8 wavelength exhibit more gain toward the horizon than the sum of the 3-dB and free-space directivity gain. The extra gain comes from increased directivity at low vertical angles, because the wave is vertically polarized, and the direct and reflected waves add. There is no phase change with reflected vertical polarization.

Again considering the vertical antenna situated over the world’s worst ground, maximum loss will be 3 dB! It is important to have the vertical antenna as far as possible from nearby structures.

It is also important to have a low-resistance ground connection. Vertical antennas usually have a feed-point resistance from a few ohms to a few hundred ohms. A ground-rod may have a ground contact resistance of 200 ohms; a 36-ohm antenna connected to such a ground would receive only about 1/6 of the delivered power—5/6 is used to heat the ground rod.

**radiation pattern and ground conductivity**

Ground reflection varies with different soils. The amplitude and phase of the reflected wave depend on the angle of incidence, soil conductivity, and soil dielectric constant. The radiation pattern of grounded verticals in the high-frequency bands may be radically different from that anticipated. These verticals can be improved by using two or more ¼-wave length ground-plane radials. On vhf bands and higher, vertical antennas are many wavelengths above ground, so the effects of soil conductivity and dielectric constant are minimized.* The maximum gain from a vertical antenna several wavelengths above a perfectly conducting ground reflection varies with different soils. The amplitude and phase of the reflected wave depend on the angle of incidence, soil conductivity, and soil dielectric constant. The radiation pattern of grounded verticals in the high-frequency bands may be radically different from that anticipated. These verticals can be improved by using two or more ¼-wave length ground-plane radials. On vhf bands and higher, vertical antennas are many wavelengths above ground, so the effects of soil conductivity and dielectric constant are minimized.* The maximum gain from a vertical antenna several wavelengths above a perfectly conducting ground plane is limited. A simulated ground plane, consisting of ¼-wavelength radials, is essential for vertical ¼ wave vhf antennas. Editor.
### Table 1. Directivity power gains of common antennas radiating 1 kW.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Antenna Type</th>
<th>Power Gain (dB) at 1 km</th>
<th>Power Gain (dB) at 1 mile</th>
<th>Power Gain (dB) at 5/8 wave</th>
<th>Power Gain (dB) at 1/2 wave</th>
<th>Power Gain (dB) at 1/4 wave</th>
<th>Power Gain (dB) at 1/16 wave</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dipoles, Free-Space Conditions</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isotropic</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>79.5</td>
<td>30.6</td>
<td>107.5</td>
<td>173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/16 Wave</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>1.76</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>131.5</td>
<td>212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/4 Wave</td>
<td>1.54</td>
<td>1.86</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>214</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/2 Wave</td>
<td>1.64</td>
<td>2.14</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>50.3</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5/8 Wave</td>
<td>1.74</td>
<td>2.39</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>53.5</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Monopoles, Grounded, Perfectly Reflecting Ground, Vertical Polarization</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isotropic</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>61.2</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/16 Wave</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>4.76</td>
<td>239</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>186</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/4 Wave</td>
<td>3.30</td>
<td>5.18</td>
<td>262</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>195</td>
<td>314</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/2 Wave</td>
<td>4.84</td>
<td>6.84</td>
<td>385</td>
<td>148</td>
<td>236</td>
<td>380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5/8 Wave</td>
<td>6.53</td>
<td>8.14</td>
<td>518</td>
<td>201</td>
<td>275</td>
<td>442</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dipoles, 1/2 Wave Above Perfectly Reflecting Ground, Horizontal Polarization</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isotropic</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>6.00</td>
<td>318</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>215</td>
<td>346</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/16 Wave</td>
<td>6.00</td>
<td>7.76</td>
<td>477</td>
<td>184</td>
<td>263</td>
<td>424</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/4 Wave</td>
<td>6.12</td>
<td>7.86</td>
<td>487</td>
<td>188</td>
<td>267</td>
<td>429</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/2 Wave</td>
<td>6.53</td>
<td>8.14</td>
<td>520</td>
<td>201</td>
<td>276</td>
<td>443</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5/8 Wave</td>
<td>6.92</td>
<td>8.39</td>
<td>552</td>
<td>213</td>
<td>283</td>
<td>456</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Ground is more than 6 dB. Gains for several antennas, modified by the ground plane, are given in Table 1.

**Physically Small Antennas**

An interesting feature about antennas is that a small antenna can radiate a large amount of power, but physical limitations prevent this from being done efficiently. One limitation is antenna conductor resistance. As the antenna is shortened, radiation resistance decreases to a point where most of the power is dissipated in heat rather than radiation. Some large VLF antennas, for example, radiate only about 5 percent of the power delivered to them. On the HF bands efficient operation, say in excess of 50 percent, is possible by using a dipole that’s small compared to a wavelength. The practical limit is in the vicinity of 1/16 wavelength. The radiation resistance will probably be between 0.5 and 1.0 ohm. With care, a 160-meter dipole can be constructed that is as small physically as a 20-meter dipole. A small, center-fed dipole is much more effective on the 2- and 3-MHz bands than a short, grounded vertical without a low-resistance ground.

**Avoiding Losses**

Poor antenna performance is caused by pattern formation disturbed by improper construction, improper feeding, or distortion from nearby objects. Poor ground connections in vertical antennas don’t apply to horizontal dipoles. The difficulty with the latter is due to losses at the element ends, which carry high voltage. The best way to avoid these losses is to use plastic guys or insulators with low leakage paths. The antenna should be carefully tuned and matched to its transmission line.

**Conclusions**

The isotropic antenna concept clearly shows why any practical antenna’s field is highest near the antenna. For best results, the antenna should be as clear as possible from obstructions, and ohmic losses should be a small fraction of the antenna’s radiation resistance. If all resistances that dissipate power uselessly are reduced to an absolute minimum, the amount of radiated energy can be increased by increasing antenna radiation resistance.
Solid-state Building Blocks
for inexpensive low power transmitting/receiving.

These four modules, MX1, AA1, VO1 and TX1 are completely wired and assembled circuit boards to custom build a 40-80 meter CW transceiver. Use the VO1 for a transmitting and receiving VFO. The MX1 converts signals directly to audio. Crystal provision in the TX1 allows Novice use. AA1 amplifier drives head phones.

MX1—Synchrodyne detector-converter uses dual gate MOSFET for high sensitivity, low noise and effective reduction of overload. Selectivity 2KHz. 2" X 4" circuit board. Power +12 VDC @ 3 ma.

AA1—Integrated circuit audio amplifier has 100 db gain. Response shaped 200-2500 Hz. Output impedance 1000 ohms. Drives high impedance headphones. 2" X 4" circuit board. Power +12 VDC @ 9 ma.

VO1—40-80 meter oscillator-buffer. Drift less than 100 Hz. Output 2 volts R.M.S. Low impedance. Designed for use with MX1 or TX1. 2" X 4" circuit board. Power +12 VDC @ 15 ma.

TX1—Crystal oscillator and power amplifier. Tapped toroidal coils cover 80-40-20 and 15 meters. Final amplifier power input 2 watts. 2" X 4" circuit board. Power +12 VDC @ 250 ma.

$7.95 Each!

POWER-MITE 1 The MX1, AA1, VO1, and TX1 modules are wired into a band-switching 80-40 meter CW transceiver. Front panel controls: On-off, Transmit-Receive, Receiver Resonate, VFO-Crystal, Bandswitches, Oscillator tuning, Final Resonate. A meter is provided to monitor final amplifier current.

PM1 $49.95
PM2 (with case) $54.95

AC1—Convenience kit for MR1 modules. Contains amplifier current meter, power switch, antenna switch, knobs and connectors. $7.95

AC3—15 meter converter. Converts 21 MHz band to 3.5 MHz. Free running injection oscillator. Dual gate MOSFET. 12 VDC @ 8 ma. $8.95

AC4—Low power SWR meter. Usable from 1/2 watt to 250 watts. $14.95

AC5—Low power antenna tuner. Matches random length twin lead or open wire line fed antennas. 10 watts maximum. $8.95

AC6—Extend MR1 module group to 20 meter transceive operation with side-tone for all bands. Built-in side-tone volume and frequency adjustable. 12 VDC @ 5 ma. $7.95

KR3—Solid state keyer module. Integrated circuit. Complete with speed pot (6-60 wpm) and keying reed relay 2" X 4" circuit board, use with AC2 monitor. 6 VDC @ 100 ma. $17.95

AC2—Keying monitor. Also ideal code practice oscillator drives speaker or phones. 6 VDC @ 50 ma. Use with Model KR3 Keyer. $5.95

TEN-TEC, INC. HIGHWAY 411 EAST SEVIERVILLE, TENNESSEE 37862
underground coaxial transmission lines

Underground coaxial transmission lines offer a number of advantages — here's the correct way to do it.

Have you ever considered putting that coax lead-in underground? It has an aesthetic influence on the wife and the neighbors and if properly installed has some advantages over the old aerial installations. The number one item of consideration is advance planning. This is absolutely necessary to make sure you don't run into gas lines, telephone cables...

Author Ruyle getting ready to install an underground cable run.
or power lines that may be buried in the area.

First draw a sketch of the exact location the cable will occupy and use it to check city drawings of the area before making the trench. Keep the sketch with your equipment manuals for future reference.

Next step is to choose the proper cable. Check manufacturers specifications for information on their cable; they will tell you which should be buried and which should not. The cable may or may not be armored. Armored cable should be used in areas where gophers and other rodents are a problem. However, when the trench

Your next step is to dig the trench. Dig it 18 to 24 inches deep and 4 to 12 inches wide. If the terrain is rough increase the depth to 30 inches or more. Put 2 or 3 inches of sand in the bottom of the trench. (see fig. 2). The cable is placed on top of the sand. If you think you might need more cable in the future you can put a length of plastic conduit in the trench to allow for cable pulling at a later date.

Buried cable is subject to lightning just as exposed cable is so a shield wire or a no. 4 AWG aluminum wire is recommended. Lay the wire beside or above the buried cable but not more than one foot away. The wire, just as the cable, should not be spliced. To be effective the shield wire must be connected to the outer shield of the coax cable at both ends as shown in fig. 2. (If the cable is spliced then the ground wire should be connected to the splice point as well.)

Sand is poured into the trench on top of the cable and the ground wire to a depth of 2 to 3 inches. The sand provides proper drainage to keep the cable dry and discourages underground rodents from chewing on the cable. The sand also protects the cable from rocks that may work their way up thru the soil.

Before refilling the trench be sure to check the coax for damage by attaching a dummy load to the end and running swr checks at spot points on each of the amateur bands. With a high-quality dummy load the swr should be 1:1.

ham radio
The instrument described in this article is designed to replace the various sizes and shapes of the black box known as the "swr bridge." The instrument, which I call an integrated swr bridge and power meter, performs all the functions of the usual swr bridge plus a few more—yet it occupies only about two cubic inches. Components will fit nicely in the space next to the rf output connector in most equipment. With the integrated swr bridge and power meter installed in your transmitter or transceiver, you can dispose of your regular swr bridge and use the parts for other projects.

The instrument is in the line at all times. It consumes only a few micro-watts and doesn’t disturb the circuit in which it’s connected. In addition to measuring swr, the bridge measures peak power, monitors voice peaks, and indicates normal voice-power output. With a noninductive dummy load, you can check transmitter neutralization under full power.

The schematic is shown in fig. 1. The indicator can be your S-meter or plate-current meter. The meter sensitivity can be between 1 mA and 25 mA. A fixed resistor for R4, or a variable resistor controlled from the front panel, can be used to set peak meter reading to any desired value.

Circuit development

This circuit may be well-known to some readers, but I don’t recall seeing it in this application. A schematic of a 50-MHz, 40-watt cw transistor transmitter in the RCA Transistor Manual’ uses a vswr bridge to back-bias a driver stage for excitation control to the final amplifier. When the vswr is high, drive decreases to maintain the final amplifier transistor within ratings.

The RCA diagram, reproduced in fig. 2, suggests the possibility of adding another coil on the toroid. Thus the circuit could be used to indicate forward and reflected power with reasonable accuracy.
Toroid cores of one-half inch I.D. were used; a possible source is Amidon Associates.* The windings are made by twisting two lengths of No. 26 enamelled wire about 12 inches long. Wind the twisted pair to occupy ten turns around the core, then apply a coat of coil dope. Untwist about two inches from the ends, remove the insulation, identify each end with an ohmmeter, then connect the two windings in series (see fig. 3).

Unsolder the transmitter rf lead from the chassis connector and slip the toroid coil over the lead. Shim the toroid around the lead so that the coil can’t possibly touch the rf lead. (I used a ½-inch long length of polyethylene cut from RG-58/U coax and slipped it onto the rf lead; this provided a snug fit for the toroid.) Resolder the rf lead to the chassis connector. The lead from capacitor C1 (fig. 1) should be connected to the rf line within ½ inch of the toroid.

Cut a piece of phenolic board about 1 x 2 inches. A guide for laying out the parts is shown in fig. 4. If you’d like to go the modern route, etch the circuit as shown. Mount the parts as suggested in fig. 4. Bend the leads on the back side to join with other leads that are twisted together, cut off excess, and solder. Be sure to form solder connections close to the board, so that bushings about ¼ inch long will hold the board away from the mounting surface to avoid short circuits.

Attach three wires, preferably a 3-conductor shielded cable, to the board output. Route the cable to the meter and dress the cable to avoid the amplifier’s rf field. Ground the cable shield at both ends.

The switch selects either forward or reflected power, or the circuit normally connected to the meter (marked A and B, fig. 1). If you don’t wish to mount the switch on the panel of your equipment, the switch can be remotely located.

Adjustment and calibration

When wiring is complete and checked, connect a dummy load to the transmitter. Adjust R4 and/or the carrier power to give a full-scale meter reading in the FORWARD position. Position the switch to REFLECTED. The reading should be noticeably lower.

When making adjustments, remember that high voltages are present in the vicinity of the circuit board. Keep clear of high voltage circuits and use an insulated tuning wand for all adjustments.

Adjust C1 for a minimum meter reading, which should be very close to zero. Check the adjustment of C1 on all bands. Capacitor C1 tunes out the reactance of

---

*Amidon Associates, 12033 Otsego Street, No. Hollywood, California 91607. Part no. T-80-2; price 60c each plus 25c handling; minimum order $1.00.

---

fig. 1. Schematic of the integrated swr bridge and power meter. Capacitor C1 is a 1.5-8 pF trimmer (Erie 539); S1 is a Mallory 22F134 wafer switch. Components occupy only two cubic inches.

fig. 2. Circuit in the RCA Transistor Manual from which the design was developed.
the toroid coil. If the dummy load is nonreactive on all bands, C1 shouldn't have to be changed with band switching.

Remove the dummy load and connect the antenna. Adjust the transmitter for full power, adjusting R4 as you tune to give a full-scale reading on the meter with the switch in the FORWARD position. Now switch to REFLECTED. The meter should read 1/10 full scale or less at the antenna resonant frequency if the antenna is matched to 50 ohms.

A rough indication of swr may be had by calibrating the meter (scale 0-100) as follows: 50 = 3:1, 25 = 1.5:1, 12.5 = 0.75:1, 6.25 = 0.37:1, and 3.1 = 0.19:1.

If you adjusted C1 using a 50-ohm dummy load, then changed to a 75-ohm transmission line, C1 should be readjusted for minimum meter reading using a 75-ohm dummy load.

peak-power measurement

As I mentioned at the beginning of this article, this instrument serves admirably as a peak-power measuring device. All that's required for this use is to choose a value for R4 for your particular transmitter input power (table 1). If your transmitter is rated at 180 watts input, for example, the value shown for an input of 200 watts would be adequate for R4. The output power will be some fraction of full-scale meter indication, of course.

If you decide to use a switch with another set of contacts, a fixed resistor could be used for R4 to indicate power output, and a variable resistor could be used to allow full-scale meter indication of swr with reduced power.

Table 1. Values of resistor R4 for different transmitter powers and meter sensitivities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transmitter Input Power (watts)</th>
<th>Meter Movement (mA)</th>
<th>Peak Power (mA)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>7500</td>
<td>15k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>15k</td>
<td>27k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>18k</td>
<td>33k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>22k</td>
<td>47k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>600</td>
<td>27k</td>
<td>56k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>47k</td>
<td>91k</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

conclusion

I've found this circuit indispensable for checking the resonance of my mobile whip antenna. With the switch in the REFLECTED position, I can adjust the whip antenna length for a minimum meter indication at the desired frequency.

Perhaps some of the more enterprising manufacturers of transmitters and receivers will incorporate this instrument in future models. The small cost should make it worthwhile.

references

Yes, you can enjoy two meter FM in the hamshack using the IC-2F with its companion AC power supply, the IC-3P. It is specially built to be attached directly to the IC-2F, and contains a built-in discriminator meter.

Features of the IC-2F: All solid state • 20 watts in • 6 channels • Automatic Protection Circuit for final amplifier protection • Super hot receiver with FET, IC, and ceramic filters • Beautifully designed in side and out.

For more information write

Varitronics Incorporated
Arizona Interstate Industrial Center
2321 E. University Dr.
Phoenix, Arizona 85034

Or ask your dealer

See us at the Burbank Hamfest, the Pacific SW Convention, and the Eastern FM Convention, all in May.
some reflections
for
reflected power

Transmission-line standing-wave ratio seems to be a topic for much debate—here are some interesting views on the subject.

A UA9 I worked recently said he was using a Zepp antenna. It occurred to me that at least one generation has passed since the Zepp was, by far, the most popular ham antenna (see fig. 1). We didn’t realize it then, but the Zepp’s standing wave ratio probably ran as high as 30:1. However, history shows that the Zepp put out a good signal. Thus, it would seem that the Zepp didn’t really have the side effects we hear attributed to high SWR nowadays: high plate dissipation, radiation loss and all the rest.

I don’t suggest we dismantle our beams and go back to Zepps. Rather, I propose to show that transmission-line theory, properly understood, is free of the contradictions that seem to arise when discussing SWR, reflected power, line losses and other phenomena associated with antennas and feed systems.

transmission-line length
The relationship between electrical and physical length is significant when discussing transmission-line characteristics. For example, the RG-8/U coax for
my 14-MHz antenna, is about 94 feet long. Its velocity factor is 2/3, which means the velocity of the signal traveling on the line is 2/3 of what it would be in free space. The line's electrical length is 94 x 3/2, or about 140 feet (two wavelengths). A signal requires 14.25 x 10⁻⁸ second or 1/7 microsecond to travel the line's length (fig. 2).

Let's look at it another way. Suppose the letter H is sent at 12 wpm. In the time required to make just one dot, an electrical signal would make 3.5 x 10⁵ round trips on the line. In this sense, the line is extremely short.

The transition of a conductor from a simple connecting wire to part of a transmission line is said to occur when circuit length exceeds 0.1 wavelength. Therefore most antenna transmission lines are electrically long and must be analyzed in terms of transmission-line theory.

In the first part of the discussion the line is assumed to have zero loss. Lossy lines are considered later from a practical viewpoint.

line reflections

The characteristic impedance, Z₀, of a transmission line is the impedance which, at the line's termination, will absorb all the energy in the line. This is never realized in practice, because it's impossible to construct a line with constant impedance along its length.

What happens if the load impedance doesn't equal line impedance and some energy is reflected?

It's unlikely that the source and line impedances will be exactly equal. Thus, any energy reflected from the load will travel down the line to the source to be reflected again toward the load. This repeats until the wave's amplitude becomes too small to be of interest.

The waves moving from source to load and from load to source are called the incident and reflected component, respectively. If the sum of any two waves is measured at any point on the line, the result would be a single standing wave. Thus, no matter how many individual waves are in the forward or reflected component, a standing-wave measurement will describe what's happening on the line at the point of measurement.

standing wave ratio

Various instruments have been devised to sense the waves traveling from source to load and vice versa. The indicators (meters) on such instruments are calibrated for forward and reflected power. While these meters indicate in watts, we shouldn't regard the readings as we would usually use the word "watt." The only real power is the difference between forward and reflected indications on these instruments.

If a standing-wave pattern is made for voltage and some reflected power exists, the voltages will combine in phase at a voltage maximum and be out of phase at a voltage minimum. The ratio of these quantities is the voltage standing wave ratio. In a lossless line, the power passing
a given point will be the same as that passing any other point. Therefore, at points of voltage maximum, current will be minimum, and vice versa. It therefore follows that current and voltage swr can be used interchangeably.

Forward power, reflected power, and swr are related by

\[
\text{swr} = \frac{1 + \sqrt{\frac{P_{\text{ref}}}{P_{\text{fwd}}}}}{1 - \sqrt{\frac{P_{\text{ref}}}{P_{\text{fwd}}}}}
\] (1)

common misconceptions

Up to this point the transmission line has been assumed lossless. This isn’t true in practice although it’s closely approximated in modern coax cable and open-wire lines operating below vhf.

Occasionally someone writes an article based on the graph shown in fig. 4, which was adapted from reference 1. The reasoning runs this way: if the terminating impedance is 100 ohms on a 50-ohm line, then the ratio of reflected-to-forward power is 1/9. So only 8/9 of the power is absorbed by the load, which means a reflection loss of \(10 \log_{10} 9/8 = 0.5 \text{ dB}\).

The fallacious conclusion is that such a condition leads to a reduction in radiated power and possibly an increase in plate dissipation of the amplifier tubes. Viewed in proper perspective, this is insignificant in practical applications.

lossy lines

Let’s now use reflection loss in its proper sense. Consider a very lossy line with \(Z_0 = 50 \text{ ohms and a loss of 20 dB overall. If 60 volts are applied to the input, 1.2 amperes will flow. Thus 72 watts enter the line. At the load end the power will be down 20 dB, or down to 0.72 watt. If the load is, say, 100 ohms and reflected power is } 1/9 \text{ forward power, the reflected power will be } 0.08 \text{ watt, and only } 0.64 \text{ watt will be absorbed by the load. The } 0.08 \text{ watt will return to the source, suffering another } 20 \text{-dB loss, arriving at the source at } 0.0008 \text{ watt. This tiny amount of power will hardly affect conditions at the sending end.}

This is the justification for saying that the line looked like 50 ohms even though its termination was not 50 ohms. The significance is that the line loss is great; not that reflection loss exists.

Generalizing, we can say this about lossy lines:

1. The swr at sending and receiving
ends is different; the load end always exhibits the higher swr.

2. Power into the line equals the sum of line losses and power delivered to the load.

3. Reflection loss is only meaningful when line losses are so large that load changes don’t modify the line’s input impedance and thus cause a change in power into the line.

4. The lost power is not distributed evenly over the line, but is much greater nearest the source.

approximate line loss

All lines have some loss. This is because standing waves of current stress the line at certain points. A rough guide of line loss as a function of swr is shown in fig. 5. An approximation of the loss can be made by shorting the line at the antenna, obtaining an swr reading and plugging it into the following equation:

\[
\text{Line loss in dB} = \log_{10} \frac{\text{swr} + 1}{\text{swr} - 1} \tag{2}
\]

fig. 5. Transmission line loss with increasing swr.

the Zepp again

Let’s return for a moment to the good old days. Imagine a pair of 210’s feeding a Zepp antenna that has a 30:1 standing wave ratio. Sixty watts would be a reasonable output for 100 watts input, leaving 40 watts for plate dissipation and tank-circuit losses. The forward power would, however, be 480 watts, and the reflected power would be 420 watts. (Check the numbers in Eq. 1 if you doubt it!)*

If there is no harm in high reflected power as far as power delivered to the antenna is concerned, then why all the fuss about high swr? We’ll explore this and other fascinating topics next.

transmitter specifications

Quoting from published data on two popular transmitters,

Collins 32S3: “Rf output impedance 50 ohms with not more than 2/1 swr.”

B&W 6100: “Output impedance – will match 30-100 ohm resistive load.”

These statements require some interpretation, since what is referred to in both cases is the load impedance, not the output impedance, which is what one would measure looking back into the transmitter output terminals. Also it’s not a matter of matching (equaling or duplicating) anything; it’s a matter of what impedance is appropriate as a load. As for the Collins, the statement could perhaps mean that as long as the resistive component was 50 ohms you could have up to 2/1 swr. What it undoubtedly does mean

*The forward and reflected power could also be 48 and 42 watts, or 4800 and 4200 watts respectively. Knowing the old 210 triode, 48 and 42 watts would probably be more realistic. Editor.
is that you can cope with any load impedance that has less than 2/1 swr on a 50-ohm basis. As for the B&W, it appears that no reactance whatever is permissible, even though the swr can be about two or so. This suggests that the line must be trimmed to exact quarter-wave multiples.

If a low-pass filter is used, it would be difficult to meet the specifications without laboratory facilities. Perhaps these statements about loading are not intended to be taken this literally; however, the point remains—this is the way they are published.

**line sending-end impedances**

When the reflected power is not zero (swr is not 1), and the line is of random length, the reflected voltages and currents may have any phase relationship when they combine with the forward voltages and currents at the sending end. Thus, the impedances at the transmitter end of the line may vary within certain limits, depending upon line electrical length. Table 1 lists some of these possibilities, all on a 50-ohm basis.

**Table 1** shows that if you have a line with a known swr and put an rf bridge at the sending end, the impedance will fall in the corresponding column. The antenna's terminal impedance will also appear in the column. Note that the swr = 1 column has only one entry, while entries in the other columns are theoretically limitless. However, no impedance in any one column appears in any other.

So if you have a line with an swr greater than one, you can lengthen or shorten the line and change its impedance at the sending end. But you can never hit 50 ohms pure resistance, even though the resistive component may be 50 ohms plus some reactance.

Published transmitter specifications are undoubtedly intended to encourage the operator to keep the swr low so that the transmitter is presented with a load impedance near 50 ohms.

**output networks**

Most modern transmitters use pi networks in the output. A common misconception is that these networks can transform any imaginable impedance to that required by the final amplifier plate circuit.

For example, consider a pi network designed to be used between parallel 6146's and a 50-ohm load. These tubes should work into a load of about 1920 ohms at a Q of about 12. The circuit is shown in fig. 6. The tank inductance is generally fixed, but the two capacitors are variable to maintain the proper load impedance despite external load changes.

What happens when the load is changed and the capacitors are adjusted to maintain correct tube plate impedance is shown in fig. 7. In this case, we face an impossible task when loads are lower than 17 ohms or higher than 1800 ohms. Also,
even when we’re well within the range of possible impedances, the loading capacitor must be varied widely, which is certain to influence harmonic response. Circuit Q also changes, and this will affect the output waveform, although probably not seriously. The only way to avoid this is to present the transmitter pi network with an impedance close to 50 ohms, i.e., a load with an swr close to unity.

When I was writing this article, Bill Orr’s article on pi an pi-L networks came along.2 Taking these parameters (input impedances = 2250 ohms; Q = 15; load impedance = 52 ohms) at 14 MHz, fig. 8, a similar investigation was made. The results, fig. 9, indicate that the pi-L will work somewhat more smoothly over a wider range. However, a limit still exists for the load impedances that can be handled; 10 ohms is now the lower limit.

To sum up,

1. Low reflected power means low swr.
2. An swr close to one means impedances close to 50 ohms.
3. Impedances close to 50 ohms mean that the transmitter can operate near its design center.

antenna relays

Let’s now go back to table 1 and compute some currents and voltages on the basis of 1 kW being sent down the line. This is depicted in table 2. At the higher swr’s the “average” currents and voltages will be higher. This, of course, means greater line losses, as described earlier.

Most modern stations use some form of antenna changeover device for vox or fast cw break-in. Consider the antenna relay. Assuming worse-case conditions, the relay could be in the line at the point of maximum current. If the relay is rated at “1 kW for swr = 1,” it’s really rated at 4.48 amperes of contact current (table 2). If the number in tables 1 and 2 for resistance and current are substituted in the equation for power, you’ll find that the power presented to the relay is 1 kW for an swr of either 1 or 2. However, the maximum current at an swr of 2 is 6.32 amperes. So if a relay with a maximum contact-current rating of 4.48 amperes is operated at the current maximum point in the line with a 2:1 swr, the relay’s true power rating will be (4.48)² x 25 ohms, or 500 watts. Clearly, such a “power rated” relay should be derated for maximum power-handling capability of

---

**table 1.** Possible line impedances for standing wave ratios between 1 and 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>swr</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>1.5</th>
<th>2.0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pref</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1/25</td>
<td>1/9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pswd</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>60 +j20</td>
<td>75 + j35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>impedances</td>
<td>60 -j20</td>
<td>75 - j35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33.333</td>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37.5 + j12.5</td>
<td>40 + j30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>375 - j12.5</td>
<td>40 - j30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 + j20.4</td>
<td>50 + j35.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 - j20.4</td>
<td>50 - j35.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

note: the highest purely resistive impedance is 50 x swr; the lowest purely resistive impedance is 50/swr.
Table 2. Voltage and current as a function of swr with forward power = 1000 watts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>swr</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>1.5</th>
<th>2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I_{max} (amps)</td>
<td>4.48</td>
<td>5.48</td>
<td>6.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I_{min} (amps)</td>
<td>4.48</td>
<td>3.65</td>
<td>3.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V_{max} (volts)</td>
<td>224</td>
<td>274</td>
<td>316</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V_{min} (volts)</td>
<td>224</td>
<td>183</td>
<td>158</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1000/swr watts. This is, in itself, a good argument for a low swr.

Antenna tuners

It's easy to dispense advice on obtaining a low swr, but it's much more difficult to specify remedies for curing high swr's. If you must live with kinky antenna impedances, then you might consider using an antenna tuner. If air dielectric capacitors and silver-plated inductors are used, power loss from the tuner will be negligible. An antenna tuner will allow the impedance presented to the transmitter to be close to 50 ohms, and transmitter specifications will be satisfied. Such a tuner also pays dividends when receiving.

In fig. 10 the antenna is assumed to represent a load resistance of 25 ohms (swr of 2). The antenna is connected to either transmitter or antenna tuner through a lossless line two wavelengths long.

Suppose we accept the idea of reciprocity, so that the same antenna will have a source resistance of 25 ohms when receiving. Also assume that the receiver's input resistance is 50 ohms (actually, in many receivers input resistance is close to 300 ohms).

In figs. 10A and 10C, where no tuner is involved, line swr will be 2 and 1 respectively. In fig. 10B the tuner will transform the load so that 50 ohms is presented to the transmitter, and the short length of line between tuner and transmitter will have an swr of 1.

If tuner settings are unchanged and the receiver is switched in (fig. 10D), the swr on the main transmission line will increase to 2:1! What may be even more difficult to accept is that the power delivered to the receiver will increase—not much, true, but an increase nevertheless.

The reason that more power goes down the line in fig. 10D than in fig. 10C is because an impedance match exists at the antenna terminals in fig. 10D.

Conclusions

Transmission lines with low inherent losses should be used. Disregard reflected power as power and think of it as contributing to higher standing wave ratios.

Transmission lines with low inherent losses should be used. Disregard reflected power as power and think of it as contributing to higher standing wave ratios.

Conclusions

Transmission lines with low inherent losses should be used. Disregard reflected power as power and think of it as contributing to higher standing wave ratios.
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Ham radio
Hammarlund tradition demands quality one notch better than the rest!

So — you get...

— rugged, wide spaced, industrial type tuning capacitors made by the most famous name in capacitors — Hammarlund!
— rigidly mounted "Hi Q," low loss tank coil for maximum power output!
— oversize power transformer specially designed to handle "peak power" requirements!
— no RF watt meter needed for proper tune up. RF output scale and linearity test provide all you need for tuning up your linear! Shows improper loading and overdrive!
— Pi-network output circuit for efficient power transfer to your antenna!
— high efficiency blower keeps final tubes cool for long operating life.

**FEATURES**

- Complete 80 through 10 meter coverage! (Illegal for use on 27 MHz)
- Compatible with HX-50A or any 70-100 watt exciter!
- "Wide-band" grounded grid input circuit!
- "Instant power" — no warm up needed!
- Built in DC operated antenna relay for chatter-free operation.
- Circuits monitored by multi purpose meter.
- Solid state, long life power supply.
- Control circuitry compatible with most exciters.

The Hammarlund Manufacturing Company Incorporated
A subsidiary of Electronic Assistance Corporation
20 Bridge Avenue, Red Bank, New Jersey 07701

These Facts Brought To You Straight From The Shoulder By The Hams At Hammarlund.

May 1970
Here’s a practical moonbouncing antenna that provides outstanding performance for tropo contacts as well.

Earlier this year a radical new antenna design—the log-periodic yagi or LPY—was introduced to vhf amateurs\(^1\). This new antenna has some interesting characteristics that should interest any vhf enthusiast: broad bandwidth and relatively high gain. The 9-element two-meter Swan log-periodic Yagi* features 4-MHz bandwidth and 11.5 dB gain. And, unlike some commercial antennas, these characteristics hold from one antenna to another.

Both broad bandwidth and high gain are important for long-haul tropo work or moonbounce. Four of the Swan LPY antennas will give 17- to 18-dB gain, and eight of them are capable of successful moonbouncing. The array of eight Swan LPY antennas described in this article is being used for serious moonbounce work, and is a tremendous performer over long-haul tropo paths as well.

*Available from Swan Antenna Company, 646 North Union Street, Stockton, California 95205.
construction

I am not going to describe the mechanical portions of the antenna in any great detail because locally available materials will pretty much dictate how you build your own array. Briefly, however, this antenna uses a 30-foot section of 3-inch aluminum irrigation pipe for the main boom. (4-inch aluminum would be better if it is available.) The LPY supports are made from 10-foot sections of 1-inch diameter tv masting.

The elevation system is made from two pieces of 3/8-inch thick aluminum plate, hinged at the bottom. The 3-inch boom is mounted on the side of the plate and the tower mast is mounted on the other. A worm gear and motor drive lowers and raises the plate, changing the vertical elevation angle of the array. I'm not going to provide exact details of the elevation drive because it was built up from surplus parts as we went along, more devised than designed.

Be sure to keep the boom from sagging. I used nylon rope for my installation, and it seems to be satisfactory. Do not use hemp; it shrinks when wet.

The feedpoint impedance of the Swan LPY antennas is 110 ohms. This is not too convenient for 50-ohm coax, but the matching system shown in fig. 1 works well. High quality 300-ohm feedline is used throughout the matching system. (Belden 8275 is highly recommended.) All the lines are cut to multiples of one-half wave-length; the exact electrical length is determined by grid dipping a half-wavelength section and using it as a standard for the half-wave multiples. This is the method described by W1HDQ in the ARRL “Radio Amateurs VHF Manual” (page 182).

I must stress the importance of using half-wave multiples in the feed system. When this antenna was first put up half-wave multiple feedlines were not used and matching was very difficult; in addition, the lines were heavily influenced by surrounding objects. The half-wave multiple lines eliminated these undesirable effects.
Each pair of LPY antennas is connected through a 1-wavelength section of line to a corrective matching stub; these matching stubs are adjusted to match a 300-ohm line. Each pair of matching stubs is then connected through a half-wavelength line to a common standoff point. These two junctions are connected through 2-wavelength lines to another corrective stub, located at the center of the array. This latter stub is adjusted to match the characteristic impedance of the feed line you’re using. My array is fed with 300-ohm Belden 8275.

A balun must be used for adjusting each matching stub. I used the one described in QST (also in the ARRL vhf handbook, page 183). Don’t use the flexible coax type because they are not very predictable. For adjusting the stubs on my array I used a 50- to 300-ohm balun, an inexpensive low-power swr meter and a Gonset Communicator at 144 MHz. The swr meter does not read true swr accurately at 144 MHz, but it does null when terminated with a 50-ohm load.

The matching stubs are 45-inches long and made from 3/16-inch hard-drawn copper that I found at one of the local scrap yards. If you don’t have any material for these stubs, you can buy aluminum ones from Cush-Craft*. If you

K6MYC inspects the elevation system.
For those of you who would like to try 144-MHz EME, I think this is the most practical antenna to come along. If you're a little more daring, an array of 16 LPY antennas should be really tremendous.

I would like to thank Ed, WA6MIA, Pat, WA6UAP, George, W6BUR, Glen, WB6VYM, and especially Mike, K6MYC—without his enthusiasm and mechanical talents this array would never have gotten off the ground.

K6MYC makes the final adjustments.
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receiving antennas

A discussion of special purpose antennas for receiving — including some novel ideas for improved performance on the lower bands.

It has become popular among amateurs, commercial and military stations to use the same antenna for receiving as that used for transmitting. In fact, amateurs have gotten so hooked on the idea that we have completely overlooked the tremendous advantages that specially-designed receiving antennas can offer.

Take the forty-meter phone band as an example: the difficulty is not so much in getting your signal out as it is trying to dig the other station’s signal out of the QRM. Wouldn’t it be nice to have a receiving antenna that could null out the interference while simultaneously maintaining reception of the desired station? Sure, you can build a full-size Yagi and stick it up 70 feet in the air, but how many amateurs have that kind of money? Or room?

On forty meters you can probably work almost anybody you can hear with just a little power even if you use a simple vertical (or dipole) antenna. Why not use the vertical for transmitting and build a small, easily rotatable, receiving antenna that can make listening to forty a lot more enjoyable?

the receiving system

The trouble with most antenna books is that they talk only about antennas. That seems reasonable enough until you...
realize that the important characteristics of a receiving antenna can't be specified without considering both the antenna and the entire receiving system. You have to look at receiver noise as well as the electrical noise that the antenna sees.

A basic receiving system is shown in fig. 1. It consists of an antenna, a transmission line and a receiver. The antenna acts as a transducer between the impinging electromagnetic waves, containing both signal and noise) and one end of the transmission line; the transmission line provides a path to the receiver. The receiver amplifies and detects both signal and noise, adds some noise of its own and presents the result to the listener.

The basic receiving system problem is to maximize the ratio of signal power to noise power at the receiver output. SNR, the output signal-to-noise power ratio is defined thus:

\[
\text{SNR} = \frac{S_0}{N_0}
\]

where \(S_0\) is the available output signal power and \(N_0\) is the available output noise power. If we had a perfect antenna, transmission line and receiver SNR would be the same as the ratio of the signal and noise powers as they propagate through space. This is the ultimate SNR, and you can't do any better.

There are three basic types of noise that make up the noise contribution to this ultimate SNR: atmospheric noise, cosmic noise and man-made noise. Atmospheric noise is generated by the electrical discharges that attend the hundreds of thunderstorms going on around the world. In the high-frequency portion of the spectrum (3-30 MHz) this noise energy is propagated by the ionosphere and is more evident below 30 MHz.

Cosmic noise is generated by the stars, and most reaches the earth from staggering distances; cosmic noise tends to dominate the noise picture between 20 and 200 MHz.

Man-made noise is just what the name implies. It represents the rawest form of pollution of the electromagnetic spectrum. Even in quiet locations this noise is often dominant over others in the region from 10 to 100 MHz, although these figures are highly variable; in less fortunate locations man-made noise may completely cover the high-frequency spectrum. Typical man-made noise generators are electric motors, neon lights and insufficiently shielded rf generation equipment.

You can't improve the ultimate SNR, but let's see what happens when we add a lossy transmission line or a noisy receiver to the system. The free-space signal and noise are attenuated equally as they pass through the lossy transmission line; thus the SNR at the receiver end of the line is identical to the ultimate SNR. However, at this point noise is contributed by the receiver; the result at the receiver output is a degraded SNR.

antenna theory

At this point let's review some basic antenna theory and define directive gain, power gain, radiation efficiency and capture area of an antenna. Reference 1 gives an even more simplified treatment of basic antenna theory if you need it.

Power gain. Most simply this can be defined, in the receiving sense, as the ratio of signal power received from a distant station with a directive array, divided by the power received with a perfectly non-directional (i.e., isotropic) antenna. It has the symbol \(G_p\).

Directive gain, \(G_d\), is a measure of the directivity of an antenna. It can be
thought of most simply as a measure of the shape of the antenna radiation pattern. The radiation patterns of two different antennas are shown in fig. 2. Since the shape (but not size) of their radiation patterns is identical, they both have the same directive gain. But the power gain of antenna A is four times that of antenna B. We'll come back to this in a moment.

Every antenna has some losses. That is, if the antenna is used for transmitting, part of the transmitter output power will be burned up in heat losses due to resistance in the antenna. When the antenna is used for receiving, a portion of the received signal (and noise) power is burned up in the same lossy parts. These power losses are due to resistive elements present in the antenna (such as the resistance of wire, tubing and traps) and also due to ground losses and the like in the environment surrounding the R_f. The radiation efficiency of an antenna is defined as:

$$\eta = \frac{R_r}{R_f + R_l} \quad (2)$$

where $\eta$ is the symbol for radiation efficiency. If the transmitter output power is multiplied by $\eta$, the result is the amount of useful radiated signal power. Power gain and directive gain are related by:

$$G_p = \eta G_d \quad (3)$$

This accounts for the size difference in...
the radiation patterns of antennas A and B in fig. 2.

Now we come to "capture area." If an impinging electromagnetic wave has a power density $D_p$, then the power from the wave which is available at the antenna terminals is:

$$P_{av} = AD_p$$

where $P_{av}$ is the available power and $A$ is the antenna capture area. Capture area is the effective frontal area which the antenna presents to the passing electromagnetic wave and is related to the gain of the antenna by:

$$A = G_p \frac{\lambda^2}{4\pi} = \eta G_d \frac{\lambda^2}{4\pi}$$

where $\lambda$ is the wavelength at the frequency of operation.

the over-all system

With this background we are ready to redraw fig. 1 into a complete schematic (fig. 3). Now we can determine the effect that antenna radiation efficiency has on receiver output SNR, and we can put some limits on this important characteristic.

Since a practical transmission line attenuates both signal and noise in equal proportions, transmission line loss has no effect on system output SNR as long as it is small enough that external noise dominates receiver noise. Remember that the important thing in the receiving sense is a high receiver output SNR. We can even put on a number on how much we can reduce antenna efficiency for a given degradation of SNR. For example, if the antenna efficiency is reduced until the system output SNR is 1 dB less than the ultimate SNR, the minimum required $\eta$ is:

$$\eta = \frac{T_o + LT_r}{0.26T_a + T_o}$$

in decibels:

$$\eta_{db} = 10 \log_{10}(T_o + LT_r) - 10 \log_{10}(0.26T_a + T_o)$$

In these equations $T_o$ is the reference temperature (room temperature, 270° Kelvin), $T_r$ is the receiver noise temperature, $T_a$ is the effective noise figure of external sources, and $L$ is transmission line loss ($L = 2$ if line loss is 3 dB).

The receiver noise temperature is related to receiver noise figure by:

$$f_r = 1 + \left( \frac{T_r}{T_o} \right)$$

where $f_r$ is the receiver noise factor ($f_r = 2$ if noise figure is 3 dB).

The effective noise temperature of external sources, $T_a$, is related to an "antenna noise factor" by:

$$f_a = \frac{T_a}{T_o}$$

where $f_a$ is the antenna noise factor ($f_a = 4$ if antenna noise figure, $F_a$ is 6 dB). Data on $F_a$ are available for the entire world in reference 3.

Eq. 6 and 7 give the minimum required for less than 1 dB over-all loss in output signal-to-noise ratio. Increasing beyond
this value provides absolutely no more than a 1-dB increase in SNR. In fig. 4 the minimum efficiency defined by Eq. 6 and 7 is plotted against antenna noise figure for representative values of transmission line loss and receiver noise figure.

Unfortunately, the three essential antenna characteristics—size, radiation efficiency and bandwidth—are mutually conflicting. That is, you cannot build an antenna with simultaneous high efficiency, small size and wide bandwidth. If two of these characteristics are essential to a given design, the third must be sacrificed. For example, if you want a small wideband antenna, then it must be relatively inefficient. If both efficiency and bandwidth can be sacrificed then the size of the antenna can be very small.

If external noise is inherently much greater than receiver noise (as it is in the high-frequency portion of the spectrum and below) antenna efficiency can be traded for small size and wide bandwidth. If wide bandwidth is not important, as in single-band amateur use, then the size can be reduced still further, and extremely small antennas can be practical. It is important to note here that we have not compromised directivity. Since we have only reduced radiation efficiency, the directive gain is unaffected even though the power gain may be less than unity.

We may have an antenna with a radiation pattern like antenna B in fig. 2—a perfectly satisfactory antenna for high-frequency use. In fact, not only is antenna B perfectly satisfactory, it will provide almost exactly the same system output SNR as antenna A, the efficient (and larger) antenna.

Antenna B in fig. 2 shows how increasing directive gain increases output SNR. Compared to an isotropic antenna, antenna B receives an identical amount of signal power, but off the back and sides where only noise exists it is less sensitive. As the back and side sensitivity is reduced further to increase directivity, SNR increases in direct proportion because of decreased received noise. Remember, if the system is external-noise limited, antenna directive gain governs output SNR, not power gain.

**antenna noise figure**

The antenna noise figure, $F_A$, is a measure of all external noise sources combined: atmospheric, cosmic and man-made. When designing a high-frequency antenna, you have to look at the magnitude of the external noise expressed by $F_A$ to determine the required antenna efficiency. In fact, what must be found is the minimum expected antenna noise figure, so the realistic minimum required $\eta$
can be calculated. The minimum value of $F_a$ for the frequency range from 1 to 100 MHz is shown in Fig. 5. Actually this is the cosmic-noise floor; noise figure less than the values shown in Fig. 5 will seldom be observed.

![Fig. 5. Minimum antenna noise figure, due to galactic noise, as a function of frequency.](image)

**minimum required efficiency**

If we combine Fig. 4 and 5 we can plot the required minimum antenna radiation efficiency at any frequency; this is the value which we must use in our design. At 7 MHz for example, with 3-dB transmission-line loss and a 4-dB receiver noise figure, minimum efficiency is -21 dB. This means that the radiation resistance of the antenna can be less than 1% of the total antenna output (or input) resistance. Loss resistance, $R_L$, can exceed radiation resistance, $R_T$, by a factor of 100 to 1!

This is a long way from the usual amateur receiving antenna and offers a terrific amount of design freedom. On the 160-meter band (1.9 MHz) with negligible line loss and a 2-dB receiver noise figure, loss resistance can exceed radiation resistance by nearly 10,000 to 1!

As wavelength increases high radiation resistance becomes more and more difficult to achieve with small antennas and losses increase. However, with the increas-

![Fig. 6. Minimum required receiving antenna efficiency required for 1 dB degradation of system output signal-to-noise ratio, plotted as a function of frequency.](image)
ing external noise at lower frequencies, lower efficiencies can be tolerated, so radiation efficiency can be traded off for small size.

With smallness comes the ability to rotate the antenna. Thus we can build small directive receiving antennas that can be turned, even at 160 meters. This can make the difference between a marginal contact and armchair copy.

local man-made noise

Man-made noise has ruined many contacts, especially on the high-frequency bands. Every active amateur who uses a vertical antenna on 40 meters can remember any number of contacts that were prematurely interrupted by automobile ignition noise or a neighbor's electric shaver. Let's examine the characteristics of man-made noise to see if there is a way to discriminate against it. Man-made noise is characterized by predominantly vertical polarization, imbalance with respect to ground and an electric field form. Therefore, an unbalanced, vertically-polarized, electrical-field antenna is an inviting target—a quarter-wave vertical is ideal in this respect. On the other hand, an antenna which is horizontally polarized, magnetic-field sensitive and balanced with respect to ground discriminates against man-made noise but is no less sensitive to the desired far-field signal. Therefore it gives a higher system SNR.

It is not usually necessary for a receiving antenna to have all three of these desirable properties. If the antenna is balanced and magnetic-field sensitive, or balanced and horizontally polarized, it will usually discriminate against local noise to an acceptable degree.

dipole antenna

The half-wave center-fed dipole can be miniaturized to provide a good receiving antenna simply by helically winding the two sides and adding a capacitive hat (fig. 7). This antenna, if mounted horizontally, will be horizontally polarized, electrical-field sensitive and balanced with respect to ground, and will discriminate rather well against local noise.

The over-all length of this antenna can be about six feet for all bands between 160 and 20 meters, although the number of turns on the helix will differ from band to band. Specific data for helical antenna design is given in reference 4. The antenna can be tuned with a grid-dipper or antennascope and fed with 72-ohm twin-lead.

If coax is used a balun should be used to preserve balance and electrical symmetry. The capacitive hats can be one to three feet in diameter and made of stiff wire; the helix can be one to two inches in diameter. This antenna will have the same radiation pattern as a full sized dipole (a figure 8 in the horizontal plane) so it has two nulls that can be used to reduce interfering signals.

If two of these antennas are spaced a short distance apart, say \(0.05\lambda\), and fed so that the phase difference between the antennas plus the spacing equals a half wavelength or 180°, exciting things begin to happen. This is the basic end-fire array formula and results in a radiation pattern similar to antenna B in fig. 2. A 3-dB increase in SNR will result, and the front-to-back ratio will be quite good.

the loop

Another antenna that can be used for receiving is the loop. A small loop antenna is primarily magnetic-field sensitive and balanced with respect to ground (if the plane of the loop is vertical the antenna is vertically polarized). For use on the 160-through 20-meter bands, a suitable loop can be from 2 to 3 feet in diameter; typical layouts are shown in fig. 8.

![fig. 7. Construction of a helical dipole, end loaded with capacitive hats.](image)
In fig. 8A the upper capacitor is used to resonate the loop; the resonant transformer is used to match the impedance of the loop to that of the transmission line. A match can also be obtained with the capacitive divider shown in fig. 8B. The loop itself can be made from one (or several) turns of wire or tubing. A good description of a loop antenna for receiving on 160 meters is given in reference 7.

There is no reason why two or more loops cannot be phased the same as dipoles. The result will be a cardioid radiation pattern and an increased SNR. Loop spacing can be from 0.02 to 0.05\(\lambda\), a little closer than dipoles; this is because the near field of a loop is more confined than that for a dipole.

Both the small dipole and small loop are fairly narrowband antennas so it is wise to use an antenna coupler between the transmission line and receiver. The antenna can then be peaked up at band center and the antenna coupler tuned for maximum response as the receiver is tuned across the band.

summary

I have obtained good results with both a helical dipole and an untuned five-foot-long dipole with a capacitive hat when worked through an antenna coupler. However, the helical arrangement is somewhat better.

It is beyond amateur means to actually measure the radiation efficiency of an antenna, but there is a simple test which determines if an antenna has sufficiently high radiation efficiency to be a good receiving antenna. Simply hook the antenna up to the receiver; and if there is a significant increase in noise at the receiver output then the antenna efficiency is high enough.

At radio frequencies there is a complicated relationship between antenna size and radiation resistance. What it boils down to is this: if the greatest dimension of a linear antenna is greater than about four feet, and the area enclosed by a loop is greater than about two square feet, the result will be sufficiently high radiation efficiency.

It has been found through experience that when sky-wave circuits open up atmospheric noise levels increase to the point that antenna efficiency can be reduced another 20 dB at frequencies below 10 MHz. Since the sky-wave circuit is the rule for most amateur contacts the data of fig. 6 can be modified accordingly.

I hope this article has tickled your imagination enough to send you to the workshop, latest issue of *ham radio* in hand. Small antennas can do a superior receiving job on our high-frequency bands so give them a try.

references


*ham radio*
This tool simplifies the installation of large radial systems that are required for efficient vertical antenna systems.

As I was working in the library one day, researching a science article, I came upon a "ground plow." Now, what would you use a ground plow for? I wondered. I read.

The vertical antenna is a popular low-angle radiator; it is simple to build and very adaptable to multiband work. Lots of amateurs use vertical antennas, and I certainly would myself, if I had a place to put it. But if you want to build a really good vertical antenna, you wind up with a rather difficult grounding problem.

**some notes about grounding**

An efficient vertical antenna *must* have an excellent ground system. Since it extends up into the air, there seems to be very little relation to the earth it rests upon, but actually the vertical antenna is one-half of a dipole (fig. 1). The other half is a mirror image in the earth, made up of the electrical effects of heavy ground currents. But soil typically has a fairly high resistivity, and, outside tidal salt flats, the total ground resistance is too high for efficient grounding from a mere copper-clad steel ground rod. Much of the energy intended for the antenna is lost in the earth around it.

There is another way of looking at this (fig. 2). Starting at the coax input cable, we find a complete circuit through the antenna's radiation resistance and its ground resistance. Current flows in loops around antenna circuits, just as in wire circuits, and in this case it flows from the cable center conductor, through the tower, into space, back to ground, and returns to the cable.

Some of the applied energy is radiated into space. This is accounted for in our diagram by the "radiation resistance," which can actually be measured as the antenna's radiated power divided by the square of the applied current. This is the familiar $W = \frac{1}{2}R$ equation. The radiated power can also be viewed as the product of current through, times voltage across, the radiation resistance. But this is not easily measured since the current that sees the radiation resistance also sees the...

---

Jim Ashe, W1EZT

**fig. 1.** Radio-frequency current flows into space from the tower and returns to the ground terminal.
ground resistance and our measurements will indicate the total voltage across both resistances. (Fig. 2 supposes we are operating at resonance, where inductive and capacitive reactances balance out.)

Rf current flowing through the earth dissipates power in direct proportion to the ground resistance. If ground resistance is equal to radiation resistance, one-half of the power reaching the antenna is lost. This applies to incoming signals, too. Since it is easier to make a lossy ground than a lossy antenna tower, this invisible part of the system is far more than a minor detail. If our antenna system is inefficient, we probably have to fix an inefficient ground.

It turns out that ground losses are really serious only near the tower. The losses decrease as the square of the current, which in turn falls off faster than inversely as the distance. At a part of a wavelength away from the vertical radiator, up to a few wavelengths at vhf, the current is low and the losses also low. We

![fig. 2. Since the same current flows through both antenna and ground-return resistances, applied power is divided between the resistances. If the radiation and ground-return resistances are equal, one-half the applied power is wasted as heat in the earth.](image)

need a good ground surface only near the tower.

A broadcast engineer’s rule-of-thumb indicates how good this ground surface must be: “A radial ground system consisting of 120 quarter-wavelengths of copper wire will have an effective resistance of 2 ohms.” Very few amateur ground systems will meet this spec, but by comparison one or two ground rods may be terribly inadequate.

Probably a great many amateur ground systems have resistances of 20 ohms or more; and that is in the radiation resistance ballpark for large vertical antennas. If the tower’s electrical length is reduced the radiation resistance falls too as shown in fig. 3. This suggests a short antenna on 80 and 160 meters may have a radiation resistance in the one- to ten-ohm ballpark! If you are thinking of serious communicating and particularly any DX work, it’s very likely you need to put in some time on your ground system.

**the ground plow**

Would you dig ditches to install a hundred and twenty radials four to twelve inches in the ground? I am afraid I wouldn’t. At 80 meters that would be about 7200 feet, or twenty feet per day for a year. The wire is probably not much of a problem, and for this application I’d try the power company, junk yards, surplus dealers, and other such sources for good used copper wire. It needn’t be all the same size but should be around number 10 or so for adequate strength.

The pros put down a good ground plane with a ground plow (fig. 4). Its sharpened leading edge digs down into the ground until the skids or wheels at the ends of the main frame are riding along the surface. A tractor pulls the plow, but it should not be so close that it yanks the plow out of the ground. One or two chimney blocks or some cinder blocks serve as weights, and you walk

![fig. 3. Radiation resistance of short vertical antennas.](image)
along behind guiding it in a reasonably straight line but around rocks and obstacles. Your helper rides the tractor, which point, of course, is to make this a small group or a club project, rather than do it all yourself.

![Diagram of plow](image)

fig. 4. This plow simply cuts a slit in the ground and feeds copper wire into the bottom of it. The dimensions are not critical, but a shallow cut is preferred because the plow is easier to pull and the antenna rf field does not extend very far into the soil.

for a shallow cut in good soil could be a small garden variety. Extra weight may be required on the driving wheels. With this gear an 80-meter ground plane should go down in a half day.

How about making the plow? This is easy if there is a welding shop nearby. Since the plow will be used rarely it can be assembled from scrap iron. A cutting torch will cut inch thick iron like wax and can rough out the bevel too. Then the bevel is finished with a hand grinder and the rest of the frame, skids, and etc. welded on. The finished plow can be carried around in a station wagon. A key finishing up

Unless you are using a gamma match your tower will rest on an insulator in the center of the ground plane. Broadcast practice is to have a heavy expended-mesh screen in this area since the voltage and current levels are very high, but you can get by with some two- or three-foot sheet copper radials to carry the ground return currents.

Outside the radials there is a continuous ring of copper pipe or more copper strips. Two to four copper-clad steel rods are driven into the earth around the ring’s perimeter. These serve two purposes: they hold the ring in place and serve as an additional channel for carrying lightning strikes into the earth. Your antenna is likely to be hit by lightning at least once every year or two, and if you are in certain parts of the Midwest or Florida, you can expect frequent fireworks.

The radials are brought to the circular ring, rather than to the tower itself, and connected by soldering or brazing. This finishes the job, and you will have an effective ground system that will enhance communications.

fig. 5. A simple junction loop assembly with radials connected to a ring rather than to the tower. This provides a reliable structure and avoids problems with big bundles of heavy copper wire.
MXX-1 Transistor
RF Mixer $3.50
A single tuned circuit intended for signal conversion in the 3 to 170 MHz range. Harmonics of the OX oscillator are used for injection in the 60 to 170 MHz range.
Lo Kit 3 to 20 MHz
Hi Kit 20 to 170 MHz
Specify when ordering

SAX-1 Transistor
RF Amplifier $3.50
A small signal amplifier to drive MXX-1 mixer. Single tuned input and link output.
Lo Kit 3 to 20 MHz
Hi Kit 20 to 170 MHz
Specify when ordering

PAX-1 Transistor RF
Power Amplifier $3.75
A single tuned output amplifier designed to follow the OX oscillator. Outputs up to 200 mw, depending on the frequency and voltage. Amplifier can be amplitude modulated. Frequency 3,000 to 30,000 KHz.

BAX-1 Broadband Amplifier $3.75
General purpose unit which may be used as a tuned or untuned amplifier in RF and audio applications 20 Hz to 150 MHz. Provides 6 to 30 db gain. Ideal for SWL, Experimenter or Amateur.

For The Experimenter!
International EX Crystal & EX Kits
OSCILLATOR / RF MIXER / RF AMPLIFIER / POWER AMPLIFIER

Type EX Crystal
Available from 3,000 to 60,000 KHz. Supplied only in HC 6/U holder. Calibration is ±.02% when operated in International OX circuit or its equivalent. (Specify frequency)
$3.95

OX Oscillator
Crystal controlled transistor type. Lo Kit 3,000 to 19,999 KHz
Hi Kit 20,000 to 60,000 KHz
Specify when ordering
$2.95

Write for complete catalog.

INTERNATIONAL
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The Bomerang II antenna system is designed for 80 and 40 meters, but when tuned properly, it will also perform satisfactorily on 20, 15 and 10 meters. The antenna system consists of 108 feet of copper wire, two high-strength lightweight traps, a 1:1 balun, hardware and insulators. All hardware is stainless steel or copper and the traps are encased in impervious polyvinylchloride.

This antenna is usually erected in the popular inverted-V configuration, but sometimes it is installed as a flat-top. Because of the low weight of the system and the low wind profile of the traps, number 16 copper wire may be safely used; number 12 or 14 may be used for high strength. Suitable number 16 wire, such as Belden 8074, (126 feet) costs about $3.00.

The Boomerang II antenna system, rated at 2 kW PEP ssb, complete with balun, less wire, is $22.95. Boomerang II without balun is $12.95; the AB1 Boomerang 1:1 balun is $10.95. All prices postpaid in the U.S.A.

One of the hottest new items at the SAROC convention in Las Vegas in February was the new TR-5 ssb transceiver shown by the R.L. Drake Company. This new transceiver, planned for 1970 deliveries, and targeted for the $400 price class, features five-band coverage, nearly all...
An outstanding technical guide to all phases of amateur radio. In 832 pages 20 complete chapters are devoted to such subjects as single sideband, antennas, mobile equipment, RTTY and much, much more.

This excellent book has received wide acclaim on both sides of the Atlantic and belongs in your library ... now. $11.95

**OTHER POPULAR RSGB PUBLICATIONS**
- Radio Date Reference Book $2.50
- VHF-UHF Manual 3.75
- Amateur Radio Techniques 2.50
- Amateur Radio Circuits Book 2.00
- World at Their Fingertips 2.50

All prices postpaid in USA & Canada

Many thousands of you have become very familiar with the various Radio Society of Great Britain books and handbooks, but very few of you are familiar with their excellent magazine, *Radio Communication*.

This is the oldest and most widely read British amateur radio magazine. Published monthly it provides complete coverage including such popular features as: Technical Topics, a monthly survey of the latest ideas and circuits, Four Meters and Down, a rundown of the latest in VHF and UHF and much more.

It includes numerous technical and construction articles in addition to a complete rundown on the month's events in amateur radio. Surely a most interesting addition to your amateur radio activities.

We can now offer this fine magazine to you along with the other advantages of membership in the RSGB (such as use of their outgoing QSL Bureau) for only $6.00 a year.
the

MINI-MAST
...a breakthrough in tower design by TRISTAO

For the first time, a self supporting crank-up mast is offered that will do the job formerly performed by towers costing far more. The 30' model (MM-30) sells for only $119.95* and the 35' model (MM-35) only $129.95*. Both are two section, constructed of high strength tubing designed to safely support 6 sq. ft of antenna in winds up to 50 MPH. The Mini-Mast is ideal for amateur and television antenna installations. The standard model has a flat base and wall bracket. Optional offerings include a unique rotor base which rotates mast and beam assembly from the ground. For details, options and prices please write.

Henry Radio

11240 W. Olympic Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif. 90064
213/477-6701

931 N. Euclid, Anaheim, Calif. 92801 714/722-9200
Butler, Missouri 64730 816/679-3127

solid-state construction (the three vacuum tubes in the unit are for the driver and power amplifier) and a built-in power supply that can operate from 12 Vdc or 120/240 Vac. New pulse-power techniques give 500 watts PEP input on ssb and 100 watts on CW while running less than 2 watts input during tune up.

Frequency stability is less than 200 Hz after warmup. Dial calibration—with concentric dials—is zero to 1 MHz in 1 kHz divisions. Receiver sensitivity is 0.5 µV for 10 dB signal plus noise-to-noise ratio. Receiver agc results in a 3-dB change in output for 60-dB change in signal level. A built-in meter reads plate current and S-units. Transmit modes are upper sideband on 10, 15 and 20 meters, lower sideband on 40 and 80 meters, push-to-talk only (manual cw). Accessories include an i-f type noise blanker and a 100 kHz calibrator. R. L. Drake Company, 540 Richard Street, Miamisburg, Ohio 45342.

fast-sweep knob

A new fast-sweep control knob that dials like a telephone has been introduced by Kurz-Kasch, Inc. The new knob features a recessed finger pivot on its perimeter that eliminates the awkward crank handle of earlier designs. The new fast-sweep knob measures 2½ inches in diameter and 1 inch deep, and is molded from black plastic with a brushed aluminum inlay. Price is $3 each form larger electronic distributors.
coil calculator

The American Radio Relay League has introduced a modern slide-rule type calculator that can be used for solving problems dealing with inductance, capacitance and frequency. If you remember the old Type A calculator, this is an up-to-date easier-to-use version. The L/C/F calculator efficiently solves simple problems such as the frequency corresponding to a given wavelength, and vice versa, as well as much more complex problems such as determining inductance and capacitance values that will resonate at a given frequency (or wavelength), finding the resonant frequency for a given combination of inductance and capacitance, calculating the size coil required for a given inductance when coil length and diameter are predetermined, and finding turns-per-inch for various wire sizes. Scales cover inductance for 0.1 to 1500 microhenrys capacitance from 3 pF to 0.01 µF and frequency from 300 kHz to 100 MHz.

The L/C/F Calculator, Type A, a convenient bench-top 4 x 10 inches, is $2 from your local electronics store, or direct from the American Radio Relay League, 225 Main Street, Newington, Connecticut 06111.

electronic circuit design handbook

The new third edition of this well known handbook contains well over 600 proven and tested electronic circuits—circuits selected by the editors of EEE Magazine on the basis of their originality and practical application. Circuits represent all branches of electronics, and include both basic and advanced designs that can be used to suit the reader’s specific needs. Included in this handbook are control circuits, regulator circuits, filter and suppression circuits, amplifiers and oscillators, converters and inverters, power supplies, gating and logic circuits, as well as many others. 384 pages. 750 illustrations. $17.95 hardbound from Tab Books, Blue Ridge Summit, Pennsylvania 17214.
No more coil changing with the famous band switching

**SWANTENNA**

5 BAND – 500 WATT MOBILE ANTENNA

Greater radiation efficiency and field strength are provided through the high Q of the loading coil and the use of gold plated switching contacts.

Swantennas feature the use of GE Lexan in the center coil support that makes them virtually unbreakable, and a lightweight stainless steel whip.

**SPECIFICATIONS:**
- Covers 75 meters in 5 positions, plus stops for 40, 20, 15 and 10 meters.
- 500 watt power rating.
- High efficiency loading coil.
- Chrome plated base section.
- Bumper or deck mounting.
- Fits any standard 3/8—24 mount.

**MODEL 55**
The only remote controlled band switching mobile antenna on the market. With the Model 55 Swantenna you achieve the ultimate in mobile operation: a high efficiency antenna system plus band switching while driving.

$95

**MODEL 45**
All the features of the Model 55, but requires manual band selection.

$65

- DELUXE BUMPER MOUNT .......... $25.95
- KWIK-ON ANTENNA CONNECTOR .......... $ 3.25

See your Swan Dealer today.

**SWAN ELECTRONICS**

305 Airport Road
Oceanside, California 92054
A Subsidiary of Cubic Corporation
EXCLUSIVE PERFORMANCE FEATURES:
Unlike well known competitive tri-band beams, Swan Hornet Antennas provide the same number of working elements on all 3 bands. The two element models provide two working elements on 10, 15, and 20 meters, the three element models provide three working elements on all three bands, and the Swan four element models provide four working elements on these three bands.

Precision adjustable traps.
Swan's patented adjustable traps are precision adjusted to frequency at the factory. This exclusive feature assures that each trap included with your Swan Hornet Antenna will be "dead-on" frequency, thus guaranteeing top performance from every antenna.

The enthusiasm of thousands of Swan Hornet owners attests to the durability and unexcelled performance of these expertly engineered tri-band beams. Ask the ham who owns one.

**MODEL TB-1000-4** .......................... $159
**MODEL TB-1000-3** .......................... $129
**MODEL TB-750 -3** .......................... $109
**MODEL TB-750 -2** .......................... $89

See your Swan Dealer today.
When it comes to antenna systems... is yours a space problem? an installation problem? a budget problem? an applications problem? or simply a problem of where to buy?

Your one-stop solution is ANTENNAS, INC.

Exclusively specialists in radiating systems, complete systems or any component part.

Arrays — complete or in kit form, quads, yagis, dipole assemblies, verticals — fixed or mobile, towers, masts, rotors, guy and control cable, transmission line, coax relays and switches, connectors and adaptors, test gear, technical publications, corrosion resistant hardware, corrosion proofing chemicals, insulators, installation and wiring hardware, aluminum tubing and plate, wire, and much, much more.

If your requirements are for a complete system, major components, or the smallest yet important piece of hardware —

ANTENNAS, INC. has:

Amphenol
Antenna Specialists
B & W
Belden
Bilada
CDE Rotors
Cushcraft
DGP
DPZ
Dow-Key
R. L. Drake
E Z Way
Estes
General Cement
General Electric
Gentec
Goldline
Gotham
Ham-Kits
Heights
Hy-Gain
E. F. Johnson
Kirk Electronics
Kreco
Millen
Mini-Products
Mor-Gain
Mosley
Newtronics
Omega-T
Phasar
Polygon Plastics
Productos Joga
Rohn
Saxton Wire
South River
Swan
Telrex
Times Wire
Tri-Ex
Tristao
Unadilla
Vesto
Waters
Whittaker Cable

Our prices and deliveries are hard to beat... anywhere.

ANTENNAS, INC. can be your one-stop, single-source. Write today for our 90-page catalog $2.00 refundable, first order.

ANTENNAS, INC.
Dept. C, 512 McDonald Road
Leavenworth, Kansas 66048

READY FOR 432 MHz?

Available for immediate delivery: The BRAUN line of high performance, high quality equipment for 432 MHz operation.

All units contained in silverplated, brass enclosures. Stripline 432 MHz circuits. Silverplated, glass-epoxy printed circuit boards throughout. All solid-state. From West Germany. Literature upon request.

432 MHz Dual Gate MOSFET Converter, Model DGT 1702. Noise figure: 3.2, cross mod. 80 mV min., gain 5-20 db, I.F. 144-146 MHz, T-match output attenuator. $69.00

144/432 MHz Transverter, Model TTV 1270. Transmitter input: 50 mW to 1.2 Watts. Efficiency: 60%. Receiver noise figure: 8. No antenna switching required. Simply connects between two-meter AM/FM/CW transceiver and 432 MHz antenna. Requires 12 Volts in "Receive" only. $47.50

144/432 MHz Varactor Tripler, Model LVV 270. AM, FM and CW, Input up to 30 Watts. Efficiency: 50%. Input-frequency suppression: 50 dB min. Harmonics suppression: 89 dB min.... $75.00

SPECTRUM INTERNATIONAL TOPSFIELD MASSACHUSETTS 01983

May 1970
only in repeater systems with exactly 5-MHz channel spacing.

Other paragraphs in the docket concern attendance at the repeater transmitter or at an authorized fixed control point, and limiting power input (to repeaters) to 600 watts.

Although the proposed rules have the effrontery to suggest that they won’t duly inhibit the growth of useful repeater systems, how can a system possibly grow when all of the parameters are initially specified? The amateur regulations have traditionally been more permissive than restrictive—a policy that has bred initiative and innovation. Development of interlinked repeaters, multiband systems, tv and wideband data repeaters, command-control systems and telemetry will be stifled by the rules proposed in Docket 18803, as will experimentation, one of the mainstays of amateur radio.

There’s still time to do something about Docket 18803, but you’ve got to stand up and be counted now. All of our vhf fm readers should already have received a copy of the docket which went out several weeks ago, along with the comments of our fm editor, Jay O’Brien, W6DGO, and a resume of related ideas generated at a recent meeting of the California Amateur Relay Council. If you haven’t seen a copy of this material, but would like one, simply send me a stamped self-addressed envelope and I’ll put a copy in the return mail.

Comments on Docket 18803 must be filed by May 15, 1970, with reply comments on or before June 1, 1970, so you don’t have time to dilly-dally. Remember that comments to FCC proposals must include an original and fourteen copies (complete filing details are included with the Docket 18803 mailing piece from ham radio). With the abundance of office copiers that one finds today, those 14 copies shouldn’t pose too much difficulty to the amateur who is really interested in contributing his ideas.

Jim Fisk, W1DTY
editor

EAST COAST FM CONVENTION
in conjunction with the
ORLANDO HAM-FEST
MAY 23-24, 1970
HILTON INN and JAMAICA INN
W Colonial Drive, Orlando, Florida

FM TALKS, AND
TECHNICAL SEMINARS
SOUTHEAST REPEATER
ASSOCIATION MEETING
ADVANCE FM REGISTRATION
DOOR PRIZE
REPEATER TALK IN:
146.34 TO 146.76 MHz

Special advance reservations are being taken for the FM convention and lodgings at the Jamaica Inn. Send stamped, self-addressed envelope for advance FM reservations and accommodations.

Registration $2.00
Accommodations Single $10.00
Double $13.50

S. E. R. A.
BOX 82
PALM BAY, FLORIDA 32901

may 1970
75
New!

TELREX "CHALLENGER" LINE
Featuring Balun Fed 5 Element TRI-BAND®
Model TB5EC/1KWP - 10-15-20M Single Trans Line Array

EXCLUSIVE TELREX CUSTOM FEATURES

- 49 lb. of Educated Aluminum® gain 8.5 DB
  Epoxied, hi-q, hi-v ceramic capacitors, resonated traps
- Custom machined, heavy wall sectionally coupled and reinforced, 2½" x 2" x 18' aluminum boom, taper swaged elements bolted through boom
- Separate optimum tuned reflectors, F/B 28 DB on 3 bands
- Patented broad band, encapsulated balun supplied
- Stainless steel electrical hardware, heavy duty cadmium plated steel tiltable mounting plate
- Survival rating 110 mph, power 1KW peak rain or shine!

At your dealer —
or order direct for fast personal service.
Other CHALLENGER models from ¾ through 80 meters available. Write for catalog PL70.

only $185.00
f.o.b. Asbury Park, N.J.

Pro-key Kit
Send perfect morse code — from 5 to 50 words per minute. Excellent to build up your code speed — anyone can send practice code.
- Self-completing characters with automatic character spacing.
- Precision kit includes all parts, such as metal case and printed circuit boards, and detailed, illustrated instructions.
- Pre-assembled keyboard with standard type-writer key arrangement and spacing.
- Self-contained battery operated — two standard "D" cells. All solid state.
- Built-in sidetone and speaker, fast acting relay output.

Basic Pro-Key Kit $149.50 pp
Added Buffer Storage Kit $34.50 pp
(See March '70 issue — Ham Radio Magazine)

Micro-Z Co.
Box 2426 Rolling Hills, Calif. 90274

AT YOUR LOCAL STORE!
E-Z ETCH P.C KITS AND SUPPLIES

The AMIDON E-Z ETCH kit was developed for quick and simple fabrication of printed-circuit boards of professional quality. The new DIY-TRANSFER method is used to apply etch-resist images to copper clad boards. The board is then immersed in a chemical solution which etches away the exposed copper, leaving only that covered by the etch-resist. The result is a fine quality printed circuit board designed according to the layout made by the transferred images. The E-Z ETCH kit contains the finest quality 2 oz. copper/fiberglass circuit boards, etchant and transfers.

Send for free flyer!

AMIDON Associates
12033 Otsego Street
North Hollywood, Calif. 91607
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HENRY RADIO PRESENTS THE BEST ANTENNA PACKAGES YET!

For three years Henry Radio has been providing a beam antenna-tower program for amateurs who wanted an efficient, but economical package. A package pre-engineered, pre-matched and pre-packaged to his requirements and pocketbook. Thousands have benefited from this offer in the past. And now Henry Radio has researched the field and up-dated the program... including the unique new tubular design Mini Mast for less expensive installations and the great new Magna Mast for the more deluxe installations. Now you can get the latest components at the same great savings.

EASY FINANCING • 10% DOWN OR TRADE-IN DOWN • NO FINANCE CHARGE IF PAID IN 90 DAYS • GOOD RECONDITIONED EQUIPMENT • Nearly all makes and models. Our reconditioned equipment carries a 15 day trial, 90 day warranty and may be traded back within 90 days for full credit toward the purchase of NEW equipment. Write for bulletin. Export inquiries invited.

TED HENRY (W6OUU) BOB HENRY (WOARA) WALT HENRY (W6ZN)

Henry Radio

11240 W. Olympic Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif. 90064 213/477-6701
931 N. Euclid, Anaheim, Calif. 92801 714/772-9200
Butler, Missouri 64730 816/679-3127

"World's Largest Distributor of Amateur Radio Equipment"
The STANDARD, by Heights

THE MOST IMPORTANT FEATURE OF YOUR ANTENNA IS PUTTING IT UP WHERE IT CAN DO WHAT YOU EXPECT.

RELIABLE DX — SIGNALS EARLIEST IN AND LAST OUT.

“Strength in any position.”

And now, with motorized options, you can crank it up or down, or fold it over, from the operating position in the house.

The “Standard” can be assembled on the ground with nothing more than a wrench and a spade. No guys, no climbing necessary. Strong and beautiful.

See your local distributor, or write for 12-page brochure giving dozens of combinations of height, weight and wind load.

HEIGHTS MFG. COMPANY
4226 Maybury Grand, Detroit, Michigan 48208

PRESENTING THE ALL NEW AMECO PT ALL BAND TRANSCEIVER PREAMPLIFIER

- 6 THRU 160 METERS - FEEDS 2nd RECEIVER

Model PT, with built-in power supply, transfer relay, connecting cables, wired and tested. Amateur Net ....................... $59.95

- A frame grid pentode provides low noise figure with ability to handle strong signals, greatly improving the sensitivity of the receiver section of a transceiver.

- A unique built-in transfer circuit enables the PT to by-pass itself while the transceiver is transmitting. The PT also feeds the antenna input of a 2nd receiver as well as muting it.

AMECO
DIVISION OF AEROTRON, INC. • P. O. BOX 6527 • RALEIGH, N. C. 27608
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FREE
AR33 ROTOR $49.95 value
with purchase of every TH6DX

L.A. RADIO SALES
formerly
L.A. Amateur Radio
24214 CRENSHAW BLVD.
TORRANCE, CALIFORNIA
Phone 213-534-4456
TRANSISTOR AUTO RADIOS

Brand new factory packed automobile radios, vintage around 1962. 12 volt neg. ground. No choice of models. The exceptional sensitivity of an auto radio makes it superior for use in car-boat-truck-camper, etc., where you are quite a distance from xmt location. This is also the best kind of radio to use with short wave converters. Each with large original equipment hi-fi speaker. Some with noise suppressor kit. High quality, most made to sell in the $100 range. A real "find". $15.00

PHOTOFLASH TRIGGER XMFR

Thordarson #22R44 brand new, produces 15KV pulse. With spec. sheets. #22R44 $1.75 each 10/$15.00

HAMMARLUND APC CAPS

Midget style, brand new, 4.5-100 mmfd. $3.00 12/$3.00

TOROIDAL CORES

Insulated powdered iron core about the size of 25¢ piece. Very low inductance, hi-freq. Wind your own transistor xfmrs. #A-70 5/$1.00 30/$5.00

RF FERRITE CORE CHOKE

Hi-permeability, ultra midget style, coated for moisture resistance, color coded. Used in xfmrs, receivers, converters, TV-peaking. Brand new, worth 40¢ each. Assortment of 1, 2, 270, 330 µh. Pack of 30, $12.00 value. #A-71 30/$1.00 180/$5.00

TRANSISTOR MOUNTING PADS

Round fibre glass insulating pads, used under 3 legged TO-5, TO-18, etc. Raises and insulates transistors from PC board. Permits longer leads to be used with less danger of heat destruction. Adds professional touch to finished circuits. Bag of 50 pre-drilled pads. #A-3 50/$1.00 300/$5.00

SILVER MICAS

Misc. assortment of CM type small silver micas. Supply varies & will give a mix of available on-hand stock. Unused, long leads, standard codes stamped on each. #A-4 30/$1.00 180/$5.00

2 METER ARC-3

Just uncovered a batch of the famous ARC-3 rcrvs & xfmrs with all tubes. Range 100-156 mc. 8 xtl channels. Cheap way to get on 2 meters. CD nets, MARS nets, etc. With conversion details. Rcvr $15, Xmtr $15; both units $25.00

APC GRAB BAG

Unused assortment of various sizes and styles. Thousands on hand & bargain priced. 5/$1.00 30/$5.00

FIBRE OPTICS KITS

An experimenters delight, fantastic display of the unique properties of clad-fibre-optics to pipe light as well as images. Kit #1 includes PVC sheathed bundle of glass fibres with polished ends (light pipe), bundle of plastic fibre optics, bundle of glass fibres, coherent light pipe (transmits images), instructions & experiments. BLISS-FULL PAK #1 $5.00

Kit #2 includes all of the above but more fibres, longer lengths, fatter bundles and also includes light source, heat shrink tubing, a 5 ft. light pipe, a longer coherent bundle (image transmitter) & more experiments. BLISS-FULL PAK #2 $10.00

FIBRE OPTIC LIGHT PIPE

1 ft length jacketed glass fibres (200 fibres) each end sealed and optically polished for maximum light conduction. Pipe light around corners, into difficult locations, etc. #LP-1 1.00

BULK LIGHT PIPE

3 feet of fibre glass (200 fibres) with jacketing. Make your own light pipes. Christmas tree displays, psychedelic lighting, etc. Any length you wish at 3 feet for $1.00.

FIBRE OPTIC OPTICAL SCANNER

Photo optics scanner, as used in IBM punch card scanner system. We offer the 12 position optical scanner consisting of 2 ft. assembly light pipe fanning out into a 12 channel scanner. All terminations optically polished. Make your own card scanner, light chopper, etc. A value for the 22 inch light pipe alone. With 4 page evaluation & application data. #LP-3 5.00

Above equipment on hand, ready to ship. Terms net cash, F.O.B. Lynn, Mass. Many other unusual pieces of military surplus electronic equipment are described in our catalog.

Send 25¢ for catalog #70

JOHN MESHNA JR.

19 ALLERTON ST., LYNN, MASS. 01904
P. O. BOX 62, E. LYNN, MASS. 01904
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RATES Commercial Ads 25¢ per word; non-commercial ads 10¢ per word payable in advance. No cash discounts or agency commissions allowed.

COPY No special layout or arrangements available. Material should be typewritten or clearly printed and must include full name and address. We reserve the right to reject unsuitable copy. Ham Radio cannot check out each advertiser and thus cannot be held responsible for claims made. Liability for correctness of material limited to corrected ad in next available issue. Deadline is 15th of second preceding month.

SEND MATERIAL TO: Flea Market, Ham Radio, Greenville, N. H. 03048.


World Radio's used gear has trial guarantee! Clegg Interceptor — $199.95; 2'er — $129.95; KWM2A — $249.95; Swan 250C — $249.95; 350 — $289.95; 500C — $379.95; NCX3 — $159.95; HW22 — $79.95; DX210 — $49.95; HT40 — $49.95; HT44 — $149.95; SX101 — $159.95; H0110A — $139.95; 2A — $159.95; HR050 — $129.95. Free "bluebook" list for more. 3415 West Broadway, Council Bluffs, Iowa 51501.

RG8U COAX, low loss foam Amphenol. 10c ft. KX200 RG86U, 20c ft. PL259 - SO293, 40c each. FOB Monte Southward, R. 1, Upper Sandusky, Ohio 43351.

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA Hams: Best deals — new and reconditioned equipment. Write or stop for free estimate. The Wireless Shop, 1305 Tennessee, Vallejo, California 94590.

TONE DECODERS, ENCODERS, LOGIC — Touchtone, Digital, Burst, Digitone Model TDM-202 Decoder: Solid-state, compact, plug-in (octal) module, only 2" X 2" X 3" $22.50 Postpaid. ITT 12-BUTTON TONE Dial — $27.50. For complete information and "Application Notes" write Digi-tone, Box 116 (HR), Portsmouth, Ohio 45662.


SAVE. On all makes of new and used equipment. Write or call Bob Grimes, 89 Aspen Road, Swampscott, Massachusetts. 617-596-7500 for the gear you want at the prices u want to pay.

WORLDS ONLY copyrighted non-profit awards directory. $3.50 to K68X, P.O. Box 385, Bonito, Calif. 92002. Sponsors CHC, FHC & SWL-CHC organizations.

40TH ARRIL WEST GULF DIVISION CONVENTION — July 17, 18, 19, Orange, Texas. Come by car, plane, or boat, but come to the fun, fellowship and entertainment! A bargain you can't afford to miss. Registration $8.50. Orange Amateur Radio Club, Box 232, Orange, Texas 77630.


ORIGINAL EZ-IN DOUBLE HOLDERS display 20 cards in plastic, 3 for $1.00, 10 for $3.00 prepaid. Guaranteed. Patented. Free sample to dealers. Teptresco, John K4NMT, Box 198R, Gallatin, Tennessee 37066.

THE PINE RIDGE AMATEUR RADIO CLUB of Chadron, Neb. will hold their annual hamfest/picnic at Nebraska State Park, located 9 miles South of Chadron on highway 385 Sunday June 7th, all amateurs and families welcome. Bring a covered dish and your own eating utensils, the club will furnish soft drinks and coffee, no charge.

144/432 LOW NOISE FET PREAMPS, converters. 144-432-1296 calibrated noise generators & signal generators. UHF SSB converters. UHF PRODUCTS CO., 424 ANSON, ROHNERT PARK, CALIF. 94928.

NEMS-CLARKE, CEI. CEI and other special purpose receivers wanted. Send accurate description of what you have to Tucker Electronics. P. O. Box 1050, Garland, Texas 75040.

QSL SECOND TO NONE. Same day service. Samples 25¢, Ray, K7HLR, Box 331, Clearfield, Utah 84015.


CAMPOREE — Brandon Amateur Radio Society's Second Annual Camporee will be held at Florida Camplands June 12, 13, 14. Contact WA4YNW.

SURPLUS electronic components. Write for free catalog. Ken Klier Sales, 4042 W. 176th Street, Torrance, California 90504.

HAVE FEW CERAMIC 7289 (3CX100A5). Tubes replace 2C39's, see March Ham Radio 1296 amplifier, $4.80. Also 5894's, $3.00, sell or trade. Good for FM too! W4API, Box 4095, Atlanta, Va. 22204.

PRESS CARD — Join International Amateur Radio Journalistic Society, IRS tax-exempt organization. P.O. Box 13522, Tampa, Florida 33611.

TOROIDS 44 and 88 mhy. Unpotted, 5 for $1.50 ppd. W. Weinschenker, Box 353, Irwin, Pa. 15642.
Make those "S" meters bounce!
You will with the exciting new... Galaxy GT-550

- 550 Watts P.E.P-SSB, 360 Watts CW
- Highest Powered 80-10 Meter Transceiver in its Class!
- Sharp 2.1KHz filter for minimum QRM and concentrated "Talk Power"
- ALC prevents "Flat Topping" and keeps those S-meters reading high

FULL GALAXY LINE IN STOCK!

GT-550 80/10m Transceiver $550.00
AC-400 110/230V AC Supply 99.95
G-1000 AC Supply 129.95
SC-550 Speaker Console 29.95
RV-550 Remote VFO 95.00
RF-550 RF Console 75.00
PR-550 Phone Patch 49.00
VX-35C VOX Accessory 29.95
CAL-25 25KHz Calibrator 25.00
F-3 300Hz CW Filter 37.50
GT-50 Mobile Mount 8.95
ZZM Floor Adaptor 6.00
R-530 5.30MHz Receiver 795.00
SC-530 Speaker Console 45.00
FL-5305 500Hz Filter 45.00
FL-53015 1.5KHz Filter 45.00
FL-5306 6Hz Filter 45.00
FM-210 2m FM Transceiver 200.00
AC-210 AC/DC "Booster" 39.95

To: AMATEUR ELECTRONIC SUPPLY
4828 West Fond du Lac Avenue
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53216

I am interested in the following new equipment:

I have the following to trade: (what's your deal?)

Ship me the following New Equipment:

I enclose $______; I will pay balance (if any)

□ COD (20% deposit) □ Reconditioned Equipment Bulletin

Name
Address
City
State Zip

Send Reconditioned Equipment Bulletin


COMMERCIAL LICENSE EXAMS: Second $18.00; First $24.00. Sample questions: Price list $1 refundable. Ebco Enterprises, P. O. Box 432, Sparks, Nevada 89431.

GREENE DIPOLE CENTER INSULATOR . . . see ad page 96, September 1969 Ham Radio.

THE THREE-STATE AMATEUR RADIO SOCIETY announces its Twenty-third Annual Hamfest to be held Sunday, July 12, 1970, at the 4-H Youth Rural Center on Highway 41 North. Advance registration $1.50 and $2.00 at the door. For details contact Jack Young, K9LAU, P. O. Box 492, Evansville, Indiana 47702.


FOR SALE - TELETYPE MODEL 15-560; Model 19 - $90: AN/FGC-IX audio converter $25: Hornet TB-3B Traband beam $40: Mosley A-925 (2 mtr). Beam 110° twin lead $15: ASAHI-PENTAX 35 mm, fl8-85mm, fl8-85mm with cases $150: want Central Electronics 20A; WA4TNW, Box 541, Sullivan's Island, South Carolina 29482.

TELEGRAPH KEYS WANTED: Wire, wireless, Spark or CW. Related books. Ted Dames, WA4TNW, Box 541, Sullivan's Island, South Carolina 29482.

WONDERFUL WORLD OF CHC INFO. send SASE to Secty. P. O. Box 385, Bonita, California 92002. Membership and services free to blind & paralyzed.

TOROIDS! Lowest price anywhere. 40/$25.00 POSTPAID. 88 or 44 mhy. center tapped (5/$2.00). FRX1010M typing repeater and TD on same base $25 (write for description) Mite page printer $10. Fresh repeater tape $20/case/out. Facsimile paper (electro-sensitive) $3.50/box/250 sheets/pkg. QH110X $90 DRAKE 26 $150. Johnson 6N2 $70. Lorenz complete ASR page printer (all 60 speed) $100. Descriptions for stamp. Stamp for list. Wanted: model 28 teletype equipment. Van, W2DLT, 302H North Union St., Arlington, N. J. 07012.

SOMERSET COUNTY HAMFEST - The 5th SCARC Annual Hamfest will be held Sunday, June 7 at the Casebeer Grove 4 miles north of Somerset, Pa. on US Route 219. Registration starts at noon. Rain or shine. Free tables indoors for swap-shop. Write K3YVS, 719 Division Street, Berlin, Pa. 15530.
IT'S WHAT'S INSIDE THAT "COUNTS"

Accuracy and stability has been placed first in the design of the TBL-1 Marker. We feel a marker should be more accurate than the receiver it is going to calibrate — so no compromise has been made with quality.

Fairchild, Motorola, JFD, Jan, Mallory, IRC and Keystone components are used throughout. It costs more, but calibrate with the best. Hundreds have been sold to government, amateurs, SWL's, schools and laboratories around the world.

Try one today.

Frequency marker, less cabinet and switch
Specifications: Glass Epoxy Board. Adjustment to zero beat with WWV. Uses 100 KHz crystal (not supplied). 3 to 4 VDC. Compact — 1.75 x 3.75 inches. Install anywhere!

Complete easy-to-assemble kit $16.50 Wired and Tested $19.95

SWITCH $1.00 CRYSTAL ONLY $3.50 with purchase of any of above or

SELF-CONTAINED UNIT
The TBL Marker is a complete unit including the circuit board shown at left and powered with 3 "C" type flashlight batteries. Merely connect to your receiver antenna — no internal wiring necessary. A front panel control allows zero beat with WWV.

Special introductory price $29.95
Less crystal and batteries POSTPAID U.S.A.

SOLD WITH MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
THE RADIO SHOP, LAB 1
48 ELM STREET, NEW CANAAN, CONN. 06840
Tel. 203-966-3553

NEED CRYSTALS?

48 Hr. DELIVERY

We can supply crystals from 2KHz to 80 MHz in many types of holders.

SPECIALS
Color TV crystal (3579, 545KHz) wire leads $1.60 4 for $5.00
100kHz freq. std. crystal (HC13/U) 4.50
1000 KHz freq. std. crystal (HC6/U) 3.50
Any CB crystal TR or REC 2.25
Any amateur band crystal (except 80 meters) in FT-243 holders 1.50 or 4 for $5.00
Any marine frequency (HC6/U) 2.85
80 meter — FT-243 holders 2.50

We have in stock over six million crystals which include types CR1A/AR, FT243, FT241, MC7, FT249, HC6/U, HC13/U, HC25/U, HC18/U, etc. Send 10c for our 1970 catalog with oscillator circuits, listing thousands of frequencies in stock for immediate delivery. (Add 10c per crystal to above prices for shipment 1st class mail, 15c each for air mail).

Special Quantity Prices to Jobbers and Dealers.
ORDER DIRECT with check or money order to
2400H Crystal Drive
Fort Myers, Florida 33901

BAND PASS ANTENNAS

Return Loss Response Band Pass Response
50 MHZ to 52.5 MHZ
8 element—12 DB $39.95
142.5 MHZ to 149 MHZ
7 element—10 DB $14.95
9 element—13 DB $19.95
11 element—15 DB $24.95
14 element—17 DB $34.95
(Gets Moon Bounce Response)

220 MHZ to 225 MHZ
9 element—12 DB $14.95
420 MHZ to 450 MHZ
26 Half-wave elements—12 DB 14.95

Baluns for above antennas $5.00 each
Do-it-yourself Insulator Kits with instructions: 50c per element
All prices FOB Stockton

SWAN ANTENNA COMPANY
646 N. Union Box 1122 464-9897
Stockton, California 95201
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FOR SALE: SQUIRES-, SANDERS.
KWM2, 516F2, $69.38, 312B4, $135, 312B5, $275.
HX500, $200. HT32B OR HT33A, $250.
F455J-05, F455J-08, F455FA-15, $45 each; F455J-60 (75SI/2/3), new, $25, 516F2 (sealed carton), $130.
National VFO-62, $90, B $250. HA-1 keyer, vibro-keyer. $75. 4CX1000-A (factory sealed bags), $95. R4A (Drake reconditioned Dec., 1969), $295.
SR34 (6 & 2 meters), $150. Lafayette HA-410, whip, mke, mount. $90.
NCX3, ACPS, mike, $175. Hewlett-Packard: 141A ratio meter & manual, $85. 300B 'scope (needs LV xformer), manual, $100. Clegg 66'er (2 each), $125.
HW32A, HP23A, mke, spkr, $145. Transformer, 115 V/870 V @ 1.13 A/ 906 V @ 1.80 A, $125. Teleflex HMY-2 head, new, $125.
W612, ACPS, mike, $125. James W. Craig, W1FBG, 29 Sherburne Avenue, Portsmouth, N. H. 03801.

TOUCHTONE DIAL equivalent from Denmark. Ten button, convertible to all twelve with data included. State color: beige or black, limited number green. 12VDC required for oscillator operation. $16.00 postpaid USA. J. O'Brien, W6GDD, 6606 5th Street, Rio Linda, CA 95673.

FOR SALE: HW-12 with calibrator, $80. HW-22, $70. Globe King 500A (500W, a-m and cw), $125.
Gonset 915A 500-watt 6M linear, $200. Gonset 901C 6M Sidewinder (a-m, CW and ssb) with ac and dc supplies, $400. LARC 1000 linear plus many extras, $700.
Gonset 2M 1000W linear w/spar e826s, $90. Gonset Communicator III 6M, $115. 6M Ameco Preamplifier, $10.
Eico 720 90W CW transmitter, $55. Tecnast 6M converter with supply (7-11 MHz out), $35.
Knight R-100A gen'1 coverage receiver, $60. Heath vfo VF-1, 10-160M, $15. Eico 23-channel CB transceiver, $75.

FOR SALE: Heathkit TX-1 Apache Transmitter with S.B. 10 adapter, new tubes, excellent. $175.00. Ed. KBVIR, 106 Hartz Drive, Holly, Michigan 48442.

10 FOOT PARABOLIC DISHES — Spun Aluminum. Some in original crates. Frequency range 450 MHz to 8.5 GHz. No feeds available. Feeds available from the manufacturer or can be fabricated. $100.00 F.O.B. Topeka, Topeka FM Engineering, 3501 Croco Road, Topeka, Kansas 66605.

2 METER MOS FET PRE-AMPS. Latest-protected Dual Gate MOS FET. HF-144 DGK kit, $9.50, wired, $14.50. Minimum 18 db gain. Noise figure less than 3 db. Topeka FM Engineering, 3501 Croco Road, Topeka, Kansas 66605.


ROCHESTER, NY is again Hamfest. VHF meet and flea market headquarters for largest event in northeast, May 16, 1970. Write WNY Hamfest, Box 1388, Rochester, NY 14603 for program and information.


WORLD QSL BUREAU — see ad page 90.

---

CQ de W2KUW

WE NEED YOUR SURPLUS TUBES

1P21 3CX2500
1C39 3CX3000
2K25 3CX5000
2K48 3C10,000
2K (any digits) 3E29
3-400 3K (any digits)
3-1000 4-65
3B24 4-125/4D21
3B28

4-250/5D22 4CX3000A/8169
4-400A/8438 4CX5000A/8170
4-1000A/8166 4CX5000R/8170W
4X150A 4CX10,000/8171
4CX250B 4CX150G/8172
4CX250R/7580W 4PR60A or B
4CX300 4PR (any digits)
4CX350A/8321 5-125B/4E27A
4CX1000A/8168

5R4WGB 304TL
6BL6 VA (all types)
6BM6 or 6A 250TH
6L6 450TH
7TD1 450TL
8D21 QB (all types)
9C21 715C
9C25
75TL 802

805 891R
807 TW (all types)
810 TW (all types)
811A NL (all types)
812A 4000 series
813 5000 series
832A 6000 series
833A 7000 series
891 8000 series

Please send us your surplus inventory lists. We want to buy other tubes and TX — RX — test equipment.

5% Bonus over Best Offer

The TED DAMES Co.
308 HICKORY ST., ARLINGTON, N. J. 07032
Phone: 201 998-4246
antenna switching problems?

SERIES 78 The series 78 coaxial switches are manually operated with true coaxial switching members (not wafer switches). They are offered in 2, 3, 4 & 6 position (illustrated) types, plus a transfer or crossover and DPDT. The useful frequency range is 0-1 GHz except 500 MHz using UHF connectors. The unused positions are open circuited or non-shorting. Also available with other type connectors such as N, BNC, TNC or C.

SERIES 60 The series 60 are remote operated, of rugged construction and designed for low-level to 1 KW use. The unit illustrated is equipped with a special high isolation connector ("G" type) at the normally closed or receive position. This "G" connector increases the isolation to greater than -100db at frequencies up to 500 MHz, although it reduces the power rating through this connector to 20 watts. This is also available with other type connectors such as BNC, N, TNC, C or solder terminals.

SERIES 71 High power 6 position switches commonly used for switching antennas, transmitters or receivers at frequencies up to 500 MHz. The unit is weatherproof and can be mast mounted. The illustrated unit has the unused input shorted to ground. It is also available with a wide range of connectors, different coil voltages and non-shorting contacts or resistor terminations. Each of the six inputs has it's own activating coil for alternate or simultaneous switching.

For technical data contact your local distributor, sales representative, or write direct.
NOVICE CRYSTALS: 40-15M $1.33, 80M $1.83.
Free flyer: Nat Stinnette Electronics, Umatilla, Florida 32784.

JOHNSON THUNDERBOLT final, excellent condition. KWM-2 mobile mount with linear systems.


Award is to continue our efforts to provide Amateur Radio Equipment to the Homes which care for the incurable sick and permanently disabled. All profits from this Award will be devoted to this purpose, no Committee governing.

Committee will receive payment or share in the profits.

Need Code Practice? Miami area. Can give instruction and practice—privately, or to groups at various code speeds up to 25 wpm on straight key, or to 35 wpm on bug — days or evenings. Phone 666-7380 Mon. thru Fri. evenings only.

Blake Brownrigg. Coconut Grove, Florida 32784.


NEED CODE PRACTICE? Miami area. Can give instruction and practice — privately, or to groups at various code speeds up to 25 wpm on straight key, or to 35 wpm on bug — days or evenings.

Phone 666-7380 Mon. thru Fri. evenings only. Blake Brownrigg, Coconut Grove, Florida 32784.


THE SOMERVILLE, MASS. AMATEUR RADIO CLUB, WA1MHN, will be operating from the summit of Mt. Washington, N. H., the highest point in the northeast, the weekend of May 23-24, 1970. Operation will be from 1800-2000 GMT both days according to this schedule: SSB: 21.375, 28.650; CW: 50.274, 145.470; FM, 449.050. Any station establishing two-way contact with WA1MHN on two different bands will be eligible for a special certificate upon receipt of a request for the same. Details for printing and mailing charges. Contact KIYUB, 19 Cambria Street, Somerville, Mass. 02143.

The FOURTH ROCK RIVER HAMVENTION will be presented by the Rock River Radio Club of Dixon, Illinois, on May 17, 1970 from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. at the Lee County 4H Center, Amboy, Illinois, located at the intersection of highway 52 and 30. Advanced ticket price is $1.00; at the door $1.50. Many prizes, plenty of food and fun. Talk in freq. Of 50.4 MHz. Mail check to Carl Karlson, Nachusa, Illinois, 61057. W9ECF.

THE MILLIWATTER is a non-profit monthly QRPQ (5 watts or less) newsletter. Operating news, QRPQ construction projects, technical info, low power W4AS standings, etc. For sample copy send address and stamp to Mike Czuhajewski, WABMHW, 1504 Maple Grove Road, So. Euclid, Ohio 44121.

SECOND OLD TIME HAMFEST sponsored by the Indian Hills Radio Club. Sunday, May 10, 10 a.m. to ? at Slovenian Social Home, 20713 Recher Ave., Euclid, Ohio. Mobile, CW. Homebrew Contests. Swap & Shop. Prizes. XYL Activities. Buffet Dinner by advance reservation. Hamfest $1.50 in advance or $2.00 at the door. WABMHW, 1504 Maple Grove Road, So. Euclid, Ohio 44121.

YOUR AD belongs here too. Commercial ads 25¢ per word. Non-commercial ads 10¢ per word. Commercial advertisers write for special discounts for standing ads not changed each month.
BIG SIGNALS DON'T JUST HAPPEN—GIVE YOUR ANTENNA A BREAK

BIG SIGNALS DON'T JUST HAPPEN—GIVE YOUR ANTENNA A BREAK

IT'S WHAT'S INSIDE THAT COUNTS! AVAILABLE AT ALL LEADING DEALERS. IF NOT ORDER DIRECT.

UNADILLA RADIATION PRODUCTS
MGARS. OF BALUNS & QUADS
Tel: 607-369-2985
Dept. H UNADILLA N.Y. 13849

SAVE $100

The regular Amateur net price of the SB-34 is $449.00 — while they last, your cost is ONLY $349.00. We also have a limited number of matching SB2-LA linears available for $229.00 (reg. $259.00). Trade-ins will be taken, and financing is available.

SBE ACCESSORIES
SB2-VOX VOX Accessory unit...... $37.95
SB3-SC 25kc Crystal Calibrator...... 28.95
SB2-MB Mobile Mtg. Bracket....... 12.50
SB2-CW Codaptor.................. 42.50
SB2-MIC Microphone................ 14.95

AMATEUR ELECTRONIC SUPPLY
4828 West Fond du Lac Avenue
MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN 53216
Phone (414) 442-4200

WE PAY HIGHEST PRICES FOR ELECTRON TUBES AND SEMICONDUCTORS

H & L ASSOCIATES
ELIZABETHPORT INDUSTRIAL PARK
ELIZABETH, NEW JERSEY 07206
(201) 351-4200

MIDLAND SWR AND POWER METER

Reads output and reflected power simultaneously. May be left in line up to 2000 watts. Low insertion loss. Size 5x2x2. Good to 175 Mhz. PRICE $15.95, FOB HOUSTON.

MADISON ELECTRONICS SUPPLY
1508 McKinney — HOUSTON, TEXAS 77002
(713) 224-2668
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SATURDAY MAY 16th  9 AM - 12 NOON

Hear ye! Hear ye! Come one come all

Come to the

AUCTION!

Saturday May 16th 9 Am-12 Noon

Receivers
Transmitters
Accessories
New Items
Transceivers
"A Little of Everything"

Used Equipment

Evans Radio, Inc.
Rte. 3A, Bow Jct., Concord, N.H. 03301 Tel. 603 225-3358

Barry pays cash fast

You can be sure with Barry . . .
Fair dealing since 1938

Send lists of your unused Tubes,
Receivers, Semi-Conductors,
Vac. Variables, Test Equipment, etc.

No Quantity too Small.
No Quantity too Large.

Write or Call now . . . BARRY, W2LNI

BARRY ELECTRONICS
512 Broadway • New York, N.Y. 10012
212-79-7000

WORLD QSL BUREAU

Plan 1: We forward your QSLs (please arrange alphabetically) to any place in the world, including all foreign countries, and to Dr. within USA, Canada, and Mexico, for $5 each.

Plan 2: You use our special log form and send us a copy. We supply QSL—make out QSL—deliver QSL all for $5 each.

5200 Panama Ave., Richmond, CA USA 94804

Radio Amateur
Emblems engraved with your call letters.

W9XYZ

Charm

Gold
Rhodium
$5.00 Ea.

W9XYZ

Tie Bar

Gold
Rhodium
$5.00 Ea.

W9XYZ

Lapel Pin

Gold
Rhodium
$5.00 Ea.

Rush Order To: Radio Amateur Callbook, Inc.
Dept E. 925 Sherwood Drive, Lake Bluff, Ill. 60044

The New "Boomerang II" 80-40 Meter Trap Antenna

All Stainless Steel Hardware

Run Full Legal Power

Instructions Supplied

104 Ft. Long

May be used without Balun but 1:1 Balun is recommended for best performance

Dealer Inquiries Invited

Price:
AB-1 1:1 Balun $10.95 PPD
ATH Traps Pair $12.95 PPD
ATH Traps and AB-1 Balun $22.95 PPD

Order From:
M. Weinschenker K3DPJ
Box 353
Irwin, PA 15642
New Products From
THE PHASE CORPORATION

TEST OSCILLATOR
THREE FUNCTIONS IN ONE SMALL PACKAGE
GENERATES PULSE, SAWTOOTH, AND SQUARE

Frequency:
- Saw and Pulse: 0.1 Hz - 100 KHz
- Square: 0.05 Hz - 50 KHz
Rise Time:
- Square and Pulse: 0.5 μSec.
Pulse Width:
- 1 μSec. @ 100 KHz

Model 01K (kit with custom case) $34.95
Model 01W (wired and tested) $54.95

FOUR TRACE PRE-AMP
CONVERTS ANY SINGLE TRACE SCOPE TO
DISPLAY UP TO FOUR SIGNALS AT THE SAME TIME

Specifications:
- Bandwidth: 1 megahertz/channel
- Maximum Input volts per channel: 50 volts p-p
- Maximum Output volts per channel: 0.5 volts p-p
- Display Time: 50 μSec.
- Transition Time: 5 μSec.
- Input Impedance/Channel: 1 meg. ohm

Model A1KC (kit with custom case) $34.95
Model A1W (wired and tested) $54.95

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER OR ASK US TO BILL YOUR
BANKAMERICARD OR MASTER CHARGE

THE PHASE CORPORATION, Dept. 25
ELECTRONICS DIVISION, MEDFORD, MASS. 02155
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GUARANTEED CUBICAL QUADS
PRE-TUNED — COMPLETE
PRE-CUT — PRE-DRILLED

QUADS ARE BETTER BECAUSE: They have more gain than flat tops, element for element—Are quieter—less static and ignition noise—Possess lower reverse isolation—Better radiation angle—Require less space—
(1 2/16" width of flat tops)—Greater capture area, so better on weak signals—Negligible corona losses—Excellent SWR/Freq. characteristics—Light weight
(3 lbs for 2 el, 60 lbs for 4 el) Detuning less from nearby objects. Your choice, bamboo or fiberglass—aluminum spacers, made by Bamboo excepted quality and half the cost of fiberglass.
SPECIAL DEAL on purchase of an E Z WAY Tower/quad combination. Free literature.

SKYLANE PRODUCTS
406 Bon Air Ave., Temple Terrace, Fla. 33617

DX-ers

SKINNY DIT-DAHS BUGGING YOU?
OUR ELECTRONIC FIST CAN FATTEN THEM.

TECHNICAL MANUAL 50X: WRITE FOR FREE BROCHURE!

BANGS WHICH THE ABOVE WILL POWER:

LM(4) Freq. Mtr.: 125-20 MHZ, .01%, CW or AM, with serial-numbered calib. book, tech. data, mating plug. Shipping wt. 16 lbs. 4.50
TS-323 Freq. Mtr: Similar to above but 20-400 MHz, .001%. With data. 3.95
A.R.C. R11A: Modern Q-5'er 190-500 kHz 12.95
A.R.C. R22: 340-1600 kHz wide tuning graph 17.95

High-Sensitivity
Wide-Band AM-FM Receiver
COMMUNICATIONS . . BUG DETECTION
SPECTRUM STUDIES
38-1000 MHZ: AN/ALR-5 consists of brand-new Tuner/Converter CV-253/ALR in original factory pack and an exc. used, matching, folded, mast, rig, strictly modified for 120 v, 50/60 Hz. Packed with each tuner is the factory checkout sheet. The one we opened showed SENSIGN 6000 MHz, 38.3 mhz, 133 mhz, 5 at 538 mhz, 4 1/2 at 778 mhz, 7 at 1 ghz. With book & power input plug, all for 275.00
SP-600-JX(4) Recv: 0.54 MHz, the popular late-type Hammarlund Super-Pro, aligned, grid exc., physical cond. too, w/book. 325.00
R-390/URRRecv: Collins xtl-synthesizing driftless receiver, grid 100% perfect 795.00
$2000 MASTER OSCILLATOR, XMTR OR RCVR TMC VOX-2 (0-330/FM) 2-64 MHz VFO, read out to 7 places. Retestability & stability better than 20 ppm. XTL in double-controlled oven, calib. each 50 MHz, plus xtl-controlled freq. to 75 ohms 2W 2-4 MHz (fund.), 0.5W 4-64 MHz. Replaces xtl osc in xmtr or use as local osc in recv. etc. cond. w/all tech data 179.50

WE HAVE the fine selection of Laboratory Test Equipment but don’t ask for catalog! Please ask for what you need.

R. E. GOODHEART CO. INC.
Box 1220-HR, Beverly Hills, Calif. 90213
Phone: Area Code 213, Office 272-5707

MOBILE UNITS

Improve the signal and distance of your mobile rig. RAISE your whip to where the signal is with a reliable mast. ALSO NEW for additional improvement, we have a 5 band coil all in ONE.
Masts are handcrafted, simple to install, and are constructed of stainless tube for light weight, maximum rigidity and durability. They are Electro-Polished for lasting beauty and finish.
Fixed masts are available in 4 diameters, 16, 24, 32 and 5 lengths, 1' to 4'. The smaller diameters would apply to the shorter lengths.
Telescoping masts are available in 3/4" diameter, telescoping from 3' to 5' and a telescoping length of 28" to 4'.
ALSO NEW: Folding telescoping masts are available in 3/4" diameter, telescoping from 3' to 5' folding at the 3' height, a telescoping length of 28" to 4' folding at the 28" height, and a telescoping length of 20" to 3' folding at the 20" height.
The coil, as well as the mast, is handcrafted (not a production item). A precision engineered unit which has been thoroughly tested in actual use under varying conditions, it is believed that it will give you the ultimate in performance for your mobile rig. The design makes it possible to change bands in SECONDS (no tools required) and no extra coils to buy or to carry around. Masts and coil come ready to install, complete with necessary nuts and bolts and nylon covers on guy wire to use if desired.
Materials and workmanship guaranteed. Specifications and prices on request.

TRI-N MANUFACTURING COMPANY
4908 Santa Anita Avenue
El Monte, California 91731

KIRK ANTENNA HARDWARE

COMPLETE LINE
ALL SIZES

SPIDERS • T-MOUNTS
UNIVERSAL MOUNTS
FIBERGLASS ARMS
YAGI & BEAM CLAMPS
DELTA LOOP SUPPORTS
BALUNS • GAMMA MATCHES

WRITE FOR INFORMATION

KIRK ELECTRONICS DIVISION
ELECTRO-TEC CORP.
116 WESTPARK ROAD • DAYTON • OHIO 45459
PHONE 513-542-3102

ALL BAND TRAP ANTENNA


WESTERN ELECTRONICS
Dept. 8-12
Perry, Neb. 68047

Reduces Interference and Noise on All Mobile Short Wave Receivers. Makes World-Wide Reception Possible. Also fits Mobile short wave receivers. For sale 50 or 100 watts. Mat for 1000 watts.

Reduction: 50.00.500 watts...00.50.1000 watts...00.100. 00.1000 watts...00.1000 00.1000 watts...00.1000 00.1000 watts...00.1000

WHEELIN and DEALIN AGAIN
TERRIFIC SAVINGS FOR YOU

UTICA'S Dual Bander receiver kit. Covers 30 to 50MC, and 152 to 174MC. Includes wired chassis (few minor parts missing), but LESS all tubes and crystal; cabinet; back panel; calibrated glass dial plate; pointer; knobs; instruction booklet, with block diagram, parts list, alignment procedures; schematic. NO GUARANTEE. NEW.

$22.50 each
24v @ 10 amp. transformer. 115v. 60 cycle primaries; 4 wire leads; 3½" x 3½" x 5½". 5 lbs. $4/25.00.

$5.50 each
1 to 7½ pf, piston trimmer. By LRC. With mounting nuts. $3/61.60.

30c each
SOCKETS, for HC6/U, small crystal. For one crystal- ceramic, 10/$1.00; 11½ each; Black bakelite 16/$1.00.

8 each
For two crystals. Tan bakelite 7/$1.00; 15½ each.

E. F. JOHNSON'S miniature APC. 3/16" slotted shaft, mntg nut. 160-130, 3-128 pf.

6/$2.00, 35½ each
160-211, BUTTERFLY, 2.7 to 10.8 pf. 6/$2.25.

40½ each
PLEASE— include sufficient for postage— any excess refunded with order.

B C Electronics
Mailing Address
5058 CLAREMONT AVENUE
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60625

PH. 312-334-4463, if no answer, 784-4426

STORE HOURS...
Wed. & Sat. 10:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.
5696 N. Ridge Avenue, Chicago

Radio Amateurs
Reference Library
of Maps and Atlases

WORLD PREFIX MAP— Full color; 10" x 28"; shows prefixes on each country, DX zones, time zones, cities, cross-referenced tables... postpaid $1.00

RADIO AMATEURS GREAT CIRCLE CHART OF THE WORLD— from the center of the United States! Full color; 30" to 25"; listing Great Circle bearings in degrees for six major U.S. cities; Boston, Washington, D.C., Miami, Seattle, San Francisco & Los Angeles. postpaid $1.00

RADIO AMATEURS MAP OF NORTH AMERICA! Full color; 30" to 25"— includes Central America and the Caribbean to the equator, showing call areas, zone boundaries; prefixes and time zones; FCC frequency chart, plus informative information on each of the 50 United States and other Countries... postpaid $1.00

WORLD ATLAS— Only atlas compiled for radio amateurs. Packed with world-wide information— includes 11 maps, in 4 colors with zone boundaries and country prefixes on each map. Also includes a polar projection map of the world plus a map of the Antarctica— a complete set of maps of the world. 20 pages, size 8½" x 12"... postpaid $2.00

Complete reference library of maps— set of 4 as listed above... $3.00

See your favorite dealer or order direct.

WRITE FOR FREE BROCHURE!

Radio Amateurs
Reference Library
of Maps and Atlases
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Feature This

SIGNAL/ONE'S CX7 GIVES YOU Instant Band Change Without Tune Up.

Remember when . . . you missed that really rare one . . . because he showed up on 10 when you had a hot string going on 20 and couldn't take the time to retune? . . . Or had to move clear across a band to meet a traffic net and were late getting there? . . . Well, if you don't, Signal/One engineers do and did something about it! By putting state-of-the-art technology to work in a:

■ BROAD BAND DRIVER . . .
totally solid state and linear from 1.8 to 30 MHz; it provides freedom from driver peaking adjustments.

■ BAND PASS P.A. output filters, pre-tuned for every ham band from 160 through 10 meters.

These remarkable features actually allow band change from one band to any other band in the middle of a sentence without the time consuming tasks of reresonating . . . that's state-of-the-art flexibility.

"It Speaks for Itself"

A Division of ECI (An NCR Subsidiary)
2200 Anvil Street No.
St. Petersburg, Fla. 33710
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MAKES YOUR SIGNAL COME ALIVE

ON 10 - 15 - 20 METERS

- The optimum spacing achieved on a 4 foot Boom gives — you
  8.2 db forward gain and an excellent front to back ratio.
- A 52 ohm feedline provides you with low SWR across three
  bands. No balun is needed.
- Assembly? It’s easy (One hour), and it fit in small — areas.
- Price is US$ 89.50 FOB Laredo, Texas. (Includes U.S. Custom
  duty).

JOIN THE SATISFIED OWNERS WHO LOUDLY ACCLAIM THE MANY BENEFITS
THEY ENJOY FROM THEIR JOGA QUAD.

Write for free booklet.

PRODUCTOS JOGA

Calle 50 x 45 No. 431
Mérida, Yucatán, México
At a time when Communications equipment has become more sophisticated, more reliable and more condensed in size; the trade has been offered less and less in variety and quality than ever before. So as to reverse this trend we offer the 51J and 390 series receivers. Although created in the 50's for military surveillance work these superb sets have been overhauled and modernized and generally speaking are the very best short wave communications radios available. To those of you discerning readers who, tired of mediocrity, want the last word — consider the purchase of a 390 or 51J.

The 390 or 390A or 391 offers digital readout to any discrete frequency within the range of 540 KHz thru 32 MHz to an accuracy of 300 Hz. You can tune to WWV or CHU while the set is off and cold — then turn on the set — turn up the volume and have your station perfectly tuned in. Of maximum sensitivity, the 390 series offers six steps of selectivity from a gate of 100Hz thru 16KHz. Moreover, if used for Moonbounce or sophisticated converter work there is also an audio filter to further narrow the bandpass to as little as 10Hz. Two audio channels, a Geneva drive and a remarkable avc bus are also features of these fine sets.

We have installed compatible sideband detector in these sets and have thoroughly rebuilt each module such that we can warrant each set for a full 180 days from your receipt. Having tried the rest why not have the best — contact us today for a delivery schedule to meet your needs.

Prices are FOB Harvard but include Operating and Instruction Book and special shipping container.

Prices for 51J series from $600 to $1033.
Prices for 390 series from $1133 to $2033.

Call us today for more information.

HERBERT W. GORDON COMPANY
HELPING HAMS TO HELP THEMSELVES
Woodhawk Hill Road Harvard, Mass. 01451

PHONE: 617 456 3548
The Yaesu FTdx 560 is a great rig, but it's no bargain.

At $450, it's a steal.

Considering all the FTdx 560 offers, you might think its $450 price tag was for a kit. But it isn't.

You get a powerful, air-ready station. A handsome, completely hand-crafted transceiver that's fully guaranteed for one year.

You'll have maximum input of 560 watts PEP in the SSB mode or 500 watts CW. And except for speaker, mike and antenna, you'll have nothing else to buy. Power supply, WWV, calibrators, VOX, warranty and all the other items you usually have to pay extra for are included.

One more point: About 90% of the amateur stations in the Orient are Yaesu; in Europe, it runs about 80%. They're good. It is quite likely Yaesu is the best transceiver made anywhere in the world.

Send for our free information packet that tells the Yaesu story and gives you facts, specifications and schematics for the FTdx 560. The radio you can steal.
Unless you pay $30.00 or more, you can't buy a microphone as good as the E-V 729... for only $16.20!*

The E-V Model 729 ceramic cardioid microphone was designed from the start to outperform microphones selling for over twice as much. We did it by taking full advantage of the most modern design, construction techniques, and materials — and then producing the 729 in large quantities that cut cost without cutting quality. The result is a modestly priced microphone with outstanding performance for voice communications.

The biggest advantage of the 729 is its cardioid pickup pattern. When put to the test of critical VOX operation, you'll quickly note that unnecessary tripping of the control circuit is reduced. In most cases, loudspeaker volume can be substantially increased, as well, making the entire level of your operation much more pleasant and effective.

But more than improving your ease of operation, the 729 cardioid pattern also improves your signal. Voice quality is crisper, since room reflections and reverberation are not picked up from the sides and back of the microphone. If desired, you can work at up to twice the usual distance from the microphone without losing essential audio clarity. This working flexibility simply cannot be matched by an omnidirectional microphone, regardless of price.

And the 729 convenience story doesn't stop there. When you purchase the Model 729 you receive a handsome slip-in desk stand that makes hand-held operation as easy as picking up the microphone, plus a 3/8"-27 stand adapter should you require it. The 729 shape and size make it comfortable to hold, even for long periods of time. And putting the microphone back in its base is done without groping or fumbling.

If you prefer, the Model 729SR offers an easily operated rocker switch with telephone-type contacts for only $1.50 extra. An extra set of contacts are provided for controlling a relay with this model.

The ceramic generating element of the 729 offers many advantages at reduced cost. It is impervious to moisture and temperature changes, and it will maintain its high output level without deterioration for years. Every 729 must meet the same rigorous quality standards that have made Electro-Voice the standard in professional sound applications where failure simply cannot be tolerated.

We repeat: you have to pay at least twice as much to find a microphone with most of the advantages of the E-V 729, and up to three times as much to equal its performance. We'll be happy to back up our claims right in your ham shack. For Electro-Voice makes the unequivocal guarantee that you must be satisfied or your money will be refunded. Write for free E-V catalog and list of the E-V distributor nearest you.

*Model 729 amateur net. Model 729SR (illustrated) $17.70 amateur net.

ELECTRO-VOICE, INC., Dept. 502HC, 676 Cecil St., Buchanan, Michigan 49107